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2 0 0 2 S G A Election Results
PRESIDENT

Chris Fitzpatrick

427

VICE PRESIDENT

SECRETARY

BOT STUDENT
ALTERNATE

O ri ando Cahr

Colleen H alpii

Alfred Fatale, III

411

336

414

TREASURER

JUSTICE

Derek M acchia

422

418

Numbers represent the amount of votes received by each candidate.

SGA Introduces Its Next Executive Board
Out of 13,000 Students, Only One in Every 24 ‘Rocks the Vote’
patrick, receiving 427 votes. of the votes.
Current SGA President Pro
Alfred Fatale III received
Te m p o re ,
414 votes
Orlando
in
his
66 T h e ELECTION WAS u n c o n 
C ab re ra ,
The 2002 SGA Election,
won the posi
tested bid
O VERA LL A BIT
which saw seven candidates
tion of SGA
and won
running for its six executive
DISAPPOINTING...IT
Vice
Presi
the posi
board positions, a referen
dent,
with
of
LA CKED THE ANTICIPA tion
dum question that required
411
votes
BOT Stu
20 percent of student body
cast in his
TION AND EN ER G Y IT
dent Alter
support for its passing, and
nam e, and
nate. Cur
HAD LA ST Y E A R .... 99 rent BOT
a voter turnout half the size
le g is la to r
of the year prior, cam e to
Derek M ac
Stu d en t
-Chris Fitzpatrick
a close last Thursday as the
chia will be
Presid&nf-Elaci Alternate,
results were announced.
the incoming
Maria TorA total of 547 students,
SGA Treasurer, receiving 422 toreto, will be entering the
position of BOT Student Rep
resentative, which Fatale will
serve next year as the new
Alternate is elected.
Anthony Johnson, run
ning for Justice, received
418 votes, far more than
the one vote required by
SGA statues to achieve the
position.
Students choosing to
vote for a candidate that
was not on the election
ballot had the ch o ice of
writing in their selected can
didate for each of the posi
tions.
Write-in candidates for all
positions received 53 votes.
"The election was overall
a bit disappointing, more so
than I thought it would be.
It lacked the anticipation
and energy it had last year,
thus the low voter turnout,"
said Fitzpatrick.
"I do feel that all positions
are being filled by strong,
ca p a b le student leaders,
JOHN SPARACIO /TH E MONTCLARION
and I ca n ’t wait to get it all
Johan Neranjo explains to members of W MSC that they must evacuate the building due to an
underway."
electricity outage in the Student Center this past Tuesday. According to Marjorie Coleman-Carter,
Of the 405 votes cast for
Associate Dean of Students, the problem was caused at 3 p.m. when the secondary feed on the
the referendum question,
generate *malfunctioned due to an unknown defect. Weary of harming the new transformer, M SU
w hich proposed a hike in
maintenance workers and administrators waited until 9 p.m. for the company that installed the
student fees, 272 votes were
transformer to arrive to evaluate the problem, which has yet to be established.
By Inbol Kabanov
ProductionEditor

one out of every 24 students
in the univeristy, voted in the
recent election, casting their
vote for the positions: SGA
President, V ice President,
Executive Secretary, Trea
surer, Board of Trustees Stu
dent Alternate, and Justice.
Of the six positions, only
that of Executive Secretary
was contested and received
the most votes in the elec
tion, with 527 students casting
their ballot.
Colleen
Halpin, SGA
Director of Public Relations,
won the majority of votes for

the position, receiving 336
votes totaling 61 percent
of the votes.
Legislator
Tom Hoskinson received
191 votes, 35 percent of
the votes. The rem aining
four percent either went to
write-in candidates or were
an abstaining vote.
The five other positions
went uncontested and each
of the respective candidates
won the bid for the position
for which they were running.
The 2002-2003 SGA Presi
dent will be current SGA Vice
President, Christopher Fitz

Lights Out...Again!

See “RESULTS" on P.4
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0 4 /1 5 /0 2 - An o f f i c e r
resp o nd ed t o C o lle g e
H a ll i n r e f e r e n c e to
a found w a l l e t .
In v e n t o r y o f th e w a l l e t
was ta k e n p ro d u c in g a
fa k e D r iv e r s L ic e n s e .
0 4 /1 5 /0 2 - O f f i c e r s
resp o nd ed t o W e b ste r
H a l l i n r e f e r e n c e to
a p h y s ic a l a l t e r c a t i o n
betw een two fe m a le
room m ates.

0 4 / 1 2 /0 2 - S ta n d a rd
P a r k in g c o n t a c t e d
h e a d q u a rte rs to r e p o r t
th e t h e f t o f an
im m o b iliz e r b o o t fro m a
v e h i c l e p a rk e d i n L o t
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m
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S a tu rd a y

0 4 /1 1 /0 2 - O f f i c e r s
resp o n d e d t o th e Red Hawk
D in e r on an a c t iv a t e d
f i r e a la r m .
The L i t t l e
F a l l s F i r e D epartm ent
resp o n d e d to th e s c e n e .
A s e a r c h o f th e p re m is e s
p ro v e d n e g a t iv e f o r smoke
or fir e .

W slm

The owners of a laundromat in O range became suspicious after
a man called claiming to be a Bloomfield fire inspector and said
he was coming by to inspect the facility's two fire extinguishers.
Anthony Christie arrived wearing an outfit similar to those worn
by fire inspectors and took the two working extinguishers and
replaced them with empty ones. He was charged with wrongful
impersonation and theft by deception.

False charity used to defraud hotel

tu e sd a y

“
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A commercial photographer w as sentenced to 2 years in prison for
taking pictures of corpses posed with various objects in a county
morgue in O hio. Hamilton County Deputy Coroner was also
sentenced to five months for letting Thomas Condon photograph
the bodies. Condon has said he was attempting an artistic
portrayal of life and death by posing the bodies with sheet music,
a key, an apple and other objects.

Mother of suicide pilot suing drug company
The mother of a teen-age boy who flew a Cessna aircraft into
a Tampa office building filed a $70 million wrongful death and
negligence lawsuit against the manufacturers of a drug the boy
took to treat acne. Attorneys charge that Accutane had severe
psychiatric side effects on the 15 year old boy who flew the plane
into the building, killing himself instantly.

Child drowned by mother in bathtub
A mother in upstate N ew York is charge with murder after the
drowning of her 4-year-old son in a bathtub and the attempted
drowning of her 5-year-old son. Police found Luke dead in
a bathtub full of w ater. Another son, Peter, was treated and
released from the hospital, but police would not comment on what
condition the boy was in when officers arrived at the home.
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Treasurer

(9 7 3)655-5241

Editorial Board
"N ew s Editor

(9 7 3)655-5241

Opinion Editor

'.

(973) 655-5241

Feature Editor

.(9 7 3 )6 5 5 -5 2 4 1

Arts Editor

(973 )6 5 5 -5 2 4 1

Sports Editor

(973 )6 5 5 -5 2 4 1

Humour Editor

(973) 655-5241

Chief Co py Editor

(973) 655-5241

Photography Editor

(9 7 3)655-5241

G raphic Design Editor

(973) 655-5241

Webmaster

(973 )6 5 5 -5 2 4 1

Advertising Director

(973) 655 -5 2 3 7

Bookkeeper

(973) 655-5237

G raph ic Designer

(973) 655 -5 2 3 7

Advertising Policy
The M o n td a rio n will not print ad s for
alcohol, tobacco, or firearms, ads advocating
hate speech or displaying intolerance for
the political viewpoints and opinions of
a specific group, or ad s with excessive
nudity or with exce ssiv e depictions of
violence, according to local standards.

Billing

cloud'

The M o n tda rion is distributed on Thursdays
and invoices and tearsheets are mailed the
following M onday. Tearsheets for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30) days are
given for payment after the insertion date,
after which a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. After sixty (60) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection agency.
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AP RATES

N ew Theatre receives huge donation

O N -C A M P U S
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00
O F F -C A M P U S
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

G re ek W eek Coverage
Review from the Italian Film Festival

C la ssifie d s (up to 30 wds.)

$10.00
C a ll (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 -5 2 3 7
fo r m ore inform ation.
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News & Notes

Executive B oard
E d i t o r -I n - C h ie f

Production Editor

James Davison

M a n a g in g

Photographer gets jail time for life and death art

(973) 6 55-5282

Deadlines

Killer pleads guilty to girlfriend’s death

C o m p iled from The Star Ledger b y V g la rie H a rp er__________________,

(973) 6 55-5282

Production Editor

The deadline to submit advertisements to
The M o n tda rion is the M onday of the week
of publication.

A woman who claimed a charity w as paying for her to stay at
a hotel while her fire-dam aged home was being fixed has been
charged with trying to defraud the hotel of $7,2 8 6 in charges. A
manager at the Route 18 hotel said he had received a voucher
-from Emergency Family Private Support Services to cover the
women's food and lodging bill, but later determined the agency
did not exist.
A ¡udge sentenced a Sayreville man to 22 years in state prison
yesterday after he pleaded guilty to strangling his pregnant
girlfriend in August 1998 and hiding her body in a borough park.
Christopher Chavies had been convicted in M iddlesex County
court of murdering Lora M arie Freyer but a state appeals court
overturned the conviction last year and ordered a new trial.

. (973! 655 -5 2 3 0

M anaging Editor

Office ofAdvertising
Sunday

m onday

4 /1 0 /0 2 - O f f i c e r s
re sp o n d e d to th e P a n z e r
Gym on a r e p o r t o f a
fe m a le w it h an in j u r e d
knee.
The MSU EMS u n i t
re sp o n d e d to th e s c e n e .

Man arrested for impersonating a fire inspector

S
o

partlycloudy 84

0 4 / 1 1 /0 2 - A s s a u lt
c h a rg e s a g a in s t T r a c i
M i l l e r w ere w ith d ra w n .
The c a s e was v o l u n t a r i l y
r e s o lv e d .

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls
are strictly confidential.
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Inbal Kahanov

Treasurer

e d it o r

M ike Sanchez

President-elect prepares for
transition and accepts
applications for cabinet
position.

Christine Zielinski

_ F ditorial B oard
N ew s E d

EF G O l k E D I T O R

Lillian M . A jjM ägs

Interim O

p in io n - E d it o r

G in a fittin g " S

Appropriations passed to
continue co-sponsorship of
the Multi Cultural
Extravaganza.

F e a t u r e E d i t o r ';
Simona Kogan
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John Sparacio\

[>I TORI At CARlO O N fS
Je n n W ln s k iT \

A r ts . & Entertainment E d it o i
Jamejs Topoleski

Two bills pulled from Public
Relations committee and
voted on to form
undergraduate questionnaire
and SG A participation in the
2002 World’s Fair.

\Aiçbele Phipony

I nterim S ’ORTS E d it o r
M ik Sanchez
H u m o u r E d it o r

ic Design Eestor

Je n n W ln sk l 'j
W ebm a ster
I
A lyso n T h e lin

B rlp n C ro s s

Évs

Feature

Cristln Curry
Lacey Smith
Tina Snyder

Valérle Harper

O pinion
Terrence Thornton

Arts

Andrew Wiecek

C opy
Krystal M cGinnis
M elinda Smith

Photo

M ike C afaro

Graphic Design
Lauren Liloia

FACULTYAdviser • Professor Ruth Bayard Smith
Greek Housing Proposal
passes with little opposition.

The Facu lty A d viser neither prereads nor regulates the contents of The AAontdorion,
for which its editors are totally responsible.
A D V ER TISIN G D IR EC T O R • Kevin Schw oebel
The AAontdorion is a C b s s O n e o rg an izatio n o f the Student G o vernm ent A sso ciatio n . In c. of
M o n tcla ir S ta te U niversity.
Pub lished w e e kly, e xcep t during exam inations, summer and w inter
sessions. The AAontchrion is funded b y student fe e s d istrib uted b y the S G A and b y incom ing
a d ve rtisin g reven u e. -The v ie w s exp ressed in th e O p inio n sectio n , w ith the excep tion o f the
M a in E d ito ria l, do not n e cessa rily re fle c t the v ie w s o f The M ontdarion. The first edition o f The
M ontdarion. then nam ed The Pelican, w a s p ublished on N ovem ber 2 8 , 19 28.

o r d

Theta K a p p a C h i d id n o t d a n ce to Sisq o 's “Thong S o n g " a s m entioned in la st w eeks a rticle.
M S U ’s A nnual G ree k W eek is Com ing to the U n iversity N e a r Y ou ." ' __________ __
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U n iv e r sity

F a c u lty /

S tu d e n ts*

S ta ff

Y e a r ly

Seton Hall
South Orange,
N.J.

$200

Steven Institute
of Technology
Hoboken, N.J.

Varies by
salary
from
$50-$600

G arage
O n-C am p u s

Commuter: $200
Resident: $250
Evening: $90

Yes

Commuter: $65
Resident: $110

N/A
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Parking Task Force
Committee Submits
Its Final Report

V ice President for Administration,
Harry Schuckel.
The committee included 21 Uni
versity faculty and staff members.
Students assisted the chair in identify
Varies by
The Presidential Task Force Com
Commuter: $65
N/A
ing problem s related to parking
salary
Rutgers
mittee
has
submit
plus $2.25 p er
through a research
from
Newark, N.J.
ted
its
final
report
M
day
com m ittee, and
$25-$874
on parking to Pres
« W e had to
Residents: $110
also served on
ident Susan C o le.
RAISE THE MONEY
e a c h of the sub
The report identifies
Varies by
Rutgers
committees.
N/A
a number of parking
salary
BA SED UPON
Commuter: $60
New Brunswick,
Director of Park
issues
and
makes
from
R esident*
N.J.
EXISTING PO LICIES,
ing Services, John
recom m endafions
$25-$854
Zem pare served
concerning “park
NOT IF PO LICIES
as
an Ex Officio
ing
dem
and,
loca
Farleigh
m
em
ber of the
tion,
revenue
gen
CH
A
N
GE....
99
Yes
Dickinson
Covered
Covered
-R
o
b
e
rt
T
a
y
l
o
r
,
com
m
ittee, along
eration, fees, safety
Teaneck &
by Tuition
by Tuition
Presidential Task with Vice President
and enforcem ent I
M adison ,N.J.
Force Chair
of Business and
regulation,” accordBoth
ing to an email sent out by Senior Finance, Patricia Hewitt.
attended the meetings to present
information, but were not involved in
committee deliberations or voting.
“President Cole wanted a tech
n ical report to help her and the
administration get an idea on what
the issues on campus were related to
parking," said chair of the commit
tee, Robert Taylor, who is also a pro
fessor in the Earth and Environmental
Studies Department.
Taylor explained that the com
mittee operated under two general
assumptions. The first was that park
ing should be self-sufficient, mean
ing that there will be a fee to park
anywhere on campus. The second was that faculty and staff does not
pay for parking, as stated in thdir
contracts.
This m eans that the revenue's
generated for parking has to come
from alternate sources.
YOU HAVE THE PREREQUISITES. NOW TAKE THE NEXTSTEP.
"We had to raise the money
based
upon existing policies, not if
BUILD YOUR FUTURE IN NURSING.
policies change,” Taylor said. "We
had no authority or responsibility
to recommend that faculty pay for
EARN A SECOND BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN JUST 16 MONTHS!
parking."
The task fo rce id entified four
If you w ant to join a rewarding profession with extraordinary career oppor
general problems related to parking
tu n ities, earning power, team w ork, and engagem ent in helping others,
and m ade recom m endations on
how to resolve them.
explore our accelerated Bachelor of S cien ce in Nursing degree.
One problem identified is the
"increasing dem and for parking
♦
spaces for visitors and special
events."
"Sports and theatre cannot get
BUILD UPON YOUR BACHELOR’S DEGREE IN A NON-NURSING MAJOR
people on campus and in parking
RECEIVE TRANSFER CREDIT FOR PREREQUISITE COURSES
spaces for their events/1Taylor said.
"We need an urgent plan to accom 
COMPLETE YOUR NURSING CURRICULUM IN 16 MONTHS
modate visitors on campus."
A second issue identified is that
EARN A BSN FROM ONE OF THE TOP TEN NURSING SCHOOLS IN THE NATION
the apportioning of parking spaces
JUNE 1 PRIORITY DEADLINE FOR FALL SEM ESTER ADMISSION
and fees should be more fair and
equitable among different members
of the campus community.
In addition, the report indicates
that
there is a “heavy demand, for
FOR MORE INFORMATION: CALL 410.706.0501 OR 866.NURSE.UM
co
n
ven
ien t parking .sp q ces|w it:tv>:
OR E-MAIL TO: admission@son.umaryland.edu.
limited supply." "
Attend an inform ation se ssio n or open h o u se on-cam pus.
According to Taylor, the univer
sity
has enough parking spaces to
V isit our w eb site at w w w .n u rsin g .u m arytan d .ed u .:.
accom m odate the cam pus comTranscript a s s e s s m e n ts availab le. S ch o la rsh ip s availab le.
munity.
“We have enough spaed1/ t h e 'question is where the space is
located," he said.
"There is not a dem and for a
space, it’s a demand for a conveS c h o a lo f Nl
nienf space."
The com m ittee hopes that the
new parking structure will help relieve
655 West Lombard Street / Baltimore, MD 21201
these problems.
According to the committee’s
By Vaiarle Harper
AssistantNewsEditor

PREREQUISITES:
COURAGE, HOPE,
DETERMINATION.

U niversity

of

See "TASK” on P.4
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Continued from pg. 1

27%

Do you feel that Residence Life fullfills the m ajority of the residents'
needs?

Do you feel the SGA offers services
on cam pus that appeal and meet
your needs?

Do you support Greek housing at
MSU?

Daringthe 2002-2003
SGASections, opinionpolls
were administered to
voters.
The polls focused on
major student concerns
suchas SGAServices, Res
idential and academic
needs, andGreekHousing.
There were a total of
270 votes for the opinion
polls.
The following charts
show the results of these
polls.

Is the MSU faculty going out of their
w a y to m ake sure that your a c a 
demic needs are met?

in support. Of the votes cast, 24 the intended percent of students
wqr;§. opposed, while 26 percent of voted, the referendum would have
those votes abstdined.
passed.”
The 272 votes in favor of the ref
Hudnut co-authored the bill with
erendum question w ere only 21 current SGA President Je a n e tte
p ercen t of the num ber of votes Mammaro.
needed for its passing.
According to Attorney General,
A total of 2600 votes, 20 percent ¿Jason Long, a second election set
of the entire student body w ere to take place in the fall of 2002 may
needed in order to pass the pro take place fhaf will only re-propose
posed legislation.
the question of the referendum.
“Based on the result of the' elec
"I believe that every person who
tions, it’s known that more than half will hold an executive-board position
of fhe students who stepped into next year is more than qualified,"
the booths voted in support of the said Mammaro, who is preparing to
referendum," said legislator and an leave office on May.
author of the bill for the referendum
"However, I would like to see an
Jacob V. Hudnut.
SGA election one year from now in
"This leaves my fellow legislators which every position is a contested
and myself confident that had one."

Task
Continued from pg. 3
recommendation, people who want will receive a ticket and pay based
a convenient space can park in the on an hourly rate when exiting the
parking structure, but will have to parking structure. The hourly rate
pay for it. This will also lead to more has not been determined yet, but
surface parking spaces being freed will be com petitive for parking so
up for others to use. The committee close, according to Taylor.
The final revenue to com e from
has also recommended that 20 per
cent of faculty and staff parking the parking structure will be from
be reserved parking that must be reserve spaces, which are guaran
paid for.
teed spaces for people who pur
The com m ittee believes these ch ase a permit, but will be more
tactics will relieve the dem and for expensive than the other permits or
parking spaces, and also generate reserve spaces in the surface parking
additional revenue.
lots.
The committee also made a
The parking structure, w hich is
recom m endation
being funded by a
m unicipal bond, is
that the quality of
66 W E D EVELO PED
not covered under
shuttle buses be
STR A TEG IES TO
the faculty and staff
improved, and that
contracts. Revenue
they run continu
R ED U C E THE
can be generated
ously during peak
from the fa cu lty
NUMBER OF C A R S
hours,
so
that
through the parking
people who can
ON CAMPUS. 99
structure, as well
not afford reserve
-Roloert Taylor,
parking a re . not
as through reserve
Presidential Task Fared
in co n ve n ie n ce d
sp aces in the sur
Cornrnittee Chair
either.
face parking lots, h
The final prob
This would be
done as another w ay to spread lem id en tified stated that "MSU
the cost of parking out among the should encourage attractive alterna
tives to the use of private automo
campus community.
There will be three different forms biles for travel to/from campus."
"Mostly everyone gets to campus
of payment for use of the parking
structure. The first is a deck-hunting by automobile,^Taylor said.“We developed strategie!; to
permit.
“A person with this permit is not rèduce the number of cars on
guaranteed a space, but is allowed campus."
to hunt for one in a specific area."
One of these strategies involves
Taylor said.
a car sharing program, similar to the
"We are operating under the Zip C ar program being utilized in
assumption that all the people who Hoboken, where people share cars
have this permit will not be on owned by the town to do traveling
campus at the same time."
in town and are given priority park
Additional revenue will com e ing spaces. The report also recom
from people who use deck-com  m ended the use of shuttle buses
muting spaces. A student or visitor betw een the cam pus and Upper

Montclair. This would be done in
the hopes that students, specifically
fhose who live on cam pus, would
leave their cars at home.
"It’s a difficult thing to do,
because so m any students com e
from different locations, but it’s not
impossible," Taylor said.
In addition to identifying the four
major concerns related to parking
and making recommendations on
how to resolve them, the commit
tee also addressed a number of
other parking issues. These included
estimating future parking needs on
cam pus, com paring parking fees
at local universities, and transporta
tion.
The committee met every other
Friday from the beginning of October
to March l .
“The report is only an advisory
report. The next step is negotiating

between faculty, staff and students,"
Taylor said.
Vice
President of
Human
Resources Judith Hain has sent out
letters to each of the union presidents
on campus asking them to identify
their negotiator, but has not yet
heard back from them, she said.
The University Community was
encouraged to review the report on
the University's Administrative web
page.
Comments had to be submitted
to Schuckel by March 28, and will
be considered as the University's
comprehensive parking program is
developed, Schuckel said.
The last time a report on parking
was done was in 1998.
This study was on both transpor
tation and parking and was con
d ucted by an outside consulting
firm.

Construction for the new parking lot is still under construction, as is
shown in the above picture. The final parking report has been submitted
by the Presidential Task Force and is ready to come into effect.__________
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All-Stars Knock MSU Off Their Chairs, Again
NJWheelchair All-Stars Win a Close Basketball Game to Continue Streak
basket.
And while the announcing may
have biased to the school, the AllStars showed their ability to maneu
ver, and did so around many an MSU
member. The Red Hawks showed
their stuff and broke tradition when
m agine your a ve ra g e gam e in "the first time in history that MSU
of basketb all. Now ad d frater leads at half
The word “h andicapp ed" was
nities, sororities, 2300 time-outs,
not
mentioned once. This is because
one crazed announcer, an intense
that
on this particular night, it did
amount of cheating, uneven teams,
not exist. The All-Stars, though mostly
and of course...wheelchairs.
Good, you have now imagined older and refrained to their wheel
MSU's annual Wheelchair Basketball chairs (MSU members often felt the
event with the New Jersey Wheel need to get up to go for a shot)
chair All-Stars, and had you been at were fully able to shoot, move, and
Panzer Gym last Monday night; you steal. They especially showed this
ending the third quarter two points
might've seen it for yourself.
Kicking the evening off with the ahead.
As the gam e neared an end,
national anthem (possibly the only
traditional part of the activity), the and it seemed as though MSU might
gam e then b e g a n . The All-Stars not regain its ground, a mourning
made first shot, perhaps a foreshad chant broke out among some of the
owing of the end result. However, student players, "Oh $%!#! Oh S%!#!
determined to win this year, the MSU Oh $%!#!” This was soon stopped
team ended the first quarter on top, by the announcer, who in a chant
41 to 29. This was not without some rhyming theirs, reprimanded, "Stop
colorful effort however, as one play it. Stop it. Stop it."
So while it m ay have seem ed
ended with an All Star making a shot,
an MSU team member attempting during the first half of the game that
a block, and then proceeding to MSU might m ake their first victory
ever, it was not meant to be. The NJ
tumble out of her chair.
One interesting moment cam e All-Stars continued their reign and
when a referee slid an MSU girl across glory, finishing the game with a win,
the floor in her w heelchair to the 95 to 98.
The coach for MSU’s team, Associ
basket, bringing mock com plaints
from some members of the crowd. ate Dean of Student Development
The atmosphere however, was not James E. Harris, expressed his reflec
highly com petitive, despite the tions on the evening, "This was an
announcer's yelling at e a ch MSU awesome experience. The fraterni

By Lacey Smith
AssistantFeatureEditor
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The NJ All-Stars edged out M S U ’s team in a close game that had the
audience on the edge of their seats.

ties and sororities really demonstrated
commitment, concern, and energy
for a very worthwhile educational
event. Everyone now understands

the challenge that physical disabili
ties present. The NJ All-Stars continue
to be outstanding sports, teachers,
and friends of.the university."

Disabilities Affect Every Aspect o f Learning
Panel of Students With Disabilities Share Their Difficulties and Give Thanks
drive. She often gets lost when trav
eling to new p laces and cannot
understand how to read a map or
follow directions quite so accurately.
This can be very frightening if you
have to drive alone.
Victoria Williams also has prob
hen most of us think about
people with disabilities, we lems when it comes to driving. Victo
usually do not think of ria has cerebral palsy. She has trouble
"normal looking” people as being with her legs and her response time
disabled. For the most part a dis while driving is not as quick as most
abled person is one having obvious because of her disability. Yet she
physical ailm ents, w hich prevent insisted on learning how to drive
them from doing some of the every because she did not want to have
day activities that most ca n do. to be dependent on her parents
W hat w e d o n 't realize is th at all whenever she had to go somewhere.
disabilities aren’t so apparent to the She practiced and practiced and
with one minor a ccid e n t Victoria
naked eye.
The Wellness C en ter and the got her license after a year and a
office for services of disabilities hosted half.
"I have always persevered and if
a panel discussion for students of
MSU to talk about their disabilities you’re conscious you can persevere
with others. The panel was held on yourself," said Williams.
All had to find ways of coping
Thursday in Dickson Hall. The students
w ere ab le to freely confer about to adjust to a world that isn’t very
their disabilities an d answ er any accepting of differences. It is some
questions that other students and times difficult for teachers to under
stand that kids with learning dis
faculty members may have.The students told of problems abilities such as dyslexia have an
they tiave encountered due to their a ctu a l problem , and just believe
disabilities, and w ays they have they are lazy and not trying hard
enough. Students who had problems
overcome these difficulties.
Melissa lorio has a learning dis such as these had to develop coping
ability, and she said she often comes mechanisms in order to pass. Some
across problems when she has to got tutors, some worked extra hard,

ByCristin Curry
AssistantArtsandEntertainmentEditor
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and some learned how to cheat.
Laura Oliver, who is legally blind,
has had to deal with difficult tasks in
her job as well as school. She is asked
to file and read fine print constantly
at work, but she does it like anyone
else w ould. She pushes her fa c e
right up to the paper, m akes out
the letters and gets her work done.
She has also been in many situations
when a professor will try to make her
take a scantron test. It is illegal to
make Laura to take these types of
tests, some teachers understand
she says, and some just h ave no
sympathy what soever.
There is also the factor of making
friends when you have an obvious
disability. Kids can be cruel in high
school and middle school. College
students tend to be a little more
mature and willing to a cce p t others
for their differences, but it can be
quite difficult to get over all the
anger and resentm ent you have
built up from previous kids teasing
you or strangers staring, and this
can make it hard to let your self be
vulnerable to new friendships.
“There’s a lot of extra stuff that
we have to deal with. It's not that
w e're asking for pity, but just a little
bit of understanding," stated Melissa
lorio.
Awards were given out to two

teachers for their patience, under
standing, and help in dealing
with disabled students. Kathleen
McDonough received one of the
awards for helping a disabled stu
dent in her yoga class. She taught
her therapeutic yoga that wouldn’t
dam age her fragile body, and
allowed her to take the classes in
a special school in Montclair rather
than at the University. Without her
help this student would not have
been allowed to graduate.
The other teacher who received
a plaq u e w as Elizabeth Kendall,
a child development teacher. Eliza
beth took interest in one of her stu
dents who happened to be disabled
and taught her how to love working
with children. They developed a
close friendship, and inspired each
other.
The students concluded that in
order for teachers to have a better
understanding of some their stu
dents' special needs, a panel such
as this should be m ade mandatory
for all to attend at some point in their
careers. Because of union reasons
it cannot be enforced as a law, but
Laura Oliver had this to say to all
people and professors on behalf of
all students, “Be considerate of the
people around you whether they
have a disability or not."
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F in d a n d A w aken Your ‘S le e p in g G ia nt W ith in ’
An Expert on Pursuing Your Dreams Explains How to Release Life’s Passion
power is still within all of us,"said dare to jump. Just like this animal,
Lara.
Lara has said that m any people
Philosopher William Jam es has are stopped NOT by their lack of
stated, "Com pare what we are to power, but rather by their fear of
being only half aw ake. We are only the unknown. When one faces the
using a small part |
unknown by believ
homas Edison once said, “Many of our mental and
ing in the incredible
66 L if e w ill on ly ..
of life's failures are people who physical resources.
and seeing the invisi
GIVE TO US WHAT WE
did not realize how dose they We live far within
ble, one is rewarded
were to success when they g ave our limits. We pos
with
w hat m any
A RE IN PURSUIT O F ...
up."
sess powers of sev
refer to as the impos
This statement was the heart of eral sources which
A FTER WE HAVE REFUSED sible.
the seminar, Accessing The Sleeping we habitually fail to
TO SETT LE FOR ANYTHING
Giant Within, one of the programs use."
hosted by the Educational Opportu
During his event,
ELSE. 99
2.The Right Belief
nity Program (E.O.P.) at MSU.
Lara said the fol
The seminar took place this past lowing things help I
-Andres Lore
One must start
/\Aoti\/atic>nalSpeaker
Thursday, April 4, in Freeman Lounge. to access that nec- "
by having the belief
It was conducted by Andres Lara, essary power.
that one does possess much more
the author of the best-selling book,
power than they are demonstrating
Inspire THE SLEEPING GIANT WITHIN,
AND that they ca n a c c e ss such
and an authority on the psychology
1.Face the Uncertainty
power. Remember, "Whether you
of pursuing dream s and turning
believe you can or cannot, either
obstacles into possibilities.
An African Im pala, similar to a w ay you are right."
"Universities' research are telling deer, wilhjump in the wilderness as
us that human beings are only high as ten feet and cover a distance
3.Refuse to Settle
accessing an average of 3 percent as long as 30 feet in length. Yet this
of their mental power. What hap magnificent creature will be kept in a
"Life will only yield to us and give
pens to the other 97 percent? Some zoo in an enclosure with a fence no to us what we are in pursuit of, only
peop le say, ‘If you d o n 't use it, higher than three feet. The reason after we have refused to settle for
you lose it.' Others say, ‘It's gone.’ why it doesn’t jump and escape is anything else," Lara explained. "If
Responses vary everywhere I ask this because it cannot see where its feet you have a dream, refuse to accep t
question. But, in reality, that extra will land, and therefore does not anything but that dream .” Endure
By Simona Kogan
FeatureEditor

T

the pain that others are unwilling to
endure and fa ce the uncertainty
that others fear to face. No matter
what, don't settle for less than your
dreams. The minute you settle, the
passion dies.
4.Release the Full Passion
Again, passion comes from pursu
ing dreams and refusing to settle for
anything else. According to Lara,
passion is to the world as gas is to
cars; without it, people need to be
pushed and towed. Risking settling
for anything less than one is passion
ate about is risking to be pushed
or towed endlessly by those who
do posess such passion. One can
outshine their com petition simply
by following their passion, because
only passionate souls are willing to
step where others are reluctant- the
extra mile.
With that, Andres Lara concluded
the event. And as he left, those
still remaining continued to feel the
inner power within them. This inner
power, was brought on by a man
with powerful ideas, not ashamed to
let others know his secret to success.
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From Foam to F un : A W eek F u ll o f Free
F e stivitie s from C.L.U .B.
the events. "It was spectacular to
see the am ount of people taking
ad van tag e of the events C.L.U.B.
has to offer."
Greg Brown, advisor of C.L.U.B.
and Director of Evening and Week
end Programming, had great things
to say about Spring Week. "[Spring
Week was fantastic! The amount of
effort and collaboration that went
into making these events possible
was [immense]. A job well done by
everyone involved.”
Massotto, covered in foam after
a long night in the pit, added, “I'd
like to thank C.L.U.B. for putting on
an excellent program."

By Michele Phipany
ChiefCopyEditor

unior Kate Siegel b eg an the
sem ester like any other MSU
student. But she had one other
thing on her mind in addition to her
full course load and jobs: Spring
W eek. Having been involved in
C.L.U.B. for three years, Siegel was
able to put together a phenomenal
program based on her experience
with the organization.
Spring Week has been an exciting
w eek sponsored by C .L.U .B ., the
College Life Union Board, for some
time now. Events have ranged from
wild foam parties and carnivals, to
103.5 KTU Cam pus Invasions and
Battle of the Bands. This year, C.L.U.B.
put together an all-out Spring Week
themed "Anything Goes" that sought
to redefine the idea of fun for MSU.

J

Monday

Foam Party Haiku
M IKE CAFARO /TH E MONTCLARION

Opening the line-up of events for Spring Week was a carnival that
was moved from the Student Center Quad to Cafe C due to inclement
weather. The fun did not take a rain-date, however, as students lined up
to play their favorite games and win great prizes.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Let the foam take you
Com e, be at one with the foam
Bubbly, Foamy, Wet
-CH R IS MASSOTTO

Thursday

103.5 KTU invaded the MSU
What could be more fun than last
The Psychic Fair may have been
what put Spring Week on the map year’s Foam Party? This year’s Foam cam pus early Thursday afternoon,
as many students gathered in the Party, of course! With even more playing music and giving aw ay great
SC C a fé C and w aited patiently MSU students getting their feet wet, prizes to students hanging in the
in line to have their fortunes told the event was a success from start to Student Center Quad. "I loved that
by two all-knowing psychics from finish. Music blaring throughout the [Spring Week] was publicized and
S+R Productions. The psychics read Student Center Ballrooms, everyone more available to students," com
palms and told students what the danced to the beat in “the pit" where m ented Junior Heather Raywood
on how successful
future entailed based on numerol the foam was con
Spring Week had
tained. Those who
ogy.
been on its fourth
haven't
been
to
a
“We had a good turnout in past
and final day of
Foam
Party,
have
years, and it's something students
fun. "[The events]
to
be
in
it
to
believe
have been interested in,"said C.L.U.B.
were
geared
it.
member Heather Raywood.
toward a wider
"It's good clean
span of MSU stu
fun,"
exclaims
dents."
senior Chris MasBut there was
sotto, who has
still
one more
been to all four
COURTESY OF LIB B Y MARTINEZ
event to go. After
Foam Parties held
here at MSU. “ [There was] very good all, what would any Spring Week be
quality foam this year. It’s good to without a movie night?
The theatre-like screen stretched
get out and relax a little bit and have
across
the Blanton Atrium for a show
some fun dancing in the foam."
Siegel explains her reasoning ing of Am erican Pie 2. With plenty
for C.L.U.B. choosing the events as of popcorn, police officers, and pie,
based on "previous interest and it was a great note on which to end
popular suggestion. The Foam Party the week.
"After all the hard work, it's nice
has been around for two years and
to see that the events went so well,"
this year was our best turnout yet."
It surely was. The pit was packed exclaim ed a relieved Siegel after a
with hundreds of MSU students cov long week.
R eflecting on everything and
ered from head to toe in bubbles,
slip-sliding into one another and everyone that m ade Spring Week
screaming when the buzzer sounded happen, Siegel added this laundryand even more suds sprung out from list of thank-you shout-outs: "I'd like
the "foam machine" overhead. It to thank all the C.L.U.B. members,
was then that it seemed “Anything our advisor Greg Brown, the helpful
M IKE CAFARO /TH E MONTCLARION
Goes” was an appropriate theme administration, the SGA, and all those
for Spring Week. You never did know who made Spring Week possible and
Their mystical ways amaze us. They know things about our lives before what to expect.
successful."
we say a word. Or do they? M SU students came to find out just how
D on't worry C .L.U .B ., w e're
“The Psychic Fair and the Foam
much psychics really know about them at Spring Week’s Psychic Fair Party were the two most popular already looking forward to next year,
events," said Siegel, reflecting on and we can 't hardly wait.
held outside in the Student Center Quad Tuesday.

It began with a carnival. Though
originally supposed to be set up
outside in the Student Center Quad,
the carn ival w as m oved indoors
to C a fé C due to the darkening
skies and the call for rain over MSU.
Nonetheless, the fun carried on!
Winning prizes cost nothing to MSU
students as they chose betw een
taking ch a n ce s at the ring toss,
betting on the wheel o' money, or
shooting hoops. Prizes ranged from
stuffed animals and rubber hammers,
to T-shirts and water bottles.
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MSU Shapes it up for a Night of Squares
Students and Faculty Alike Participate to Make MSU Squares a Success
By Allison Nazimak and
Rachel W arsawski
StaffWriters

hen MSU decided it would
put together its own rendi
tion of Hollywood Squares,
most students didn’t know what to
expect.
What a surprise! MSU Squares was
a fantastic and absolutely fanciful
yef realistic view of whaf is actually
seen on TV.
Previously, the University Com 
munity Partnership Program at MSU
had recently formed a committee
and the goal of the organization is
to “form synergy among all the vast
student organizations, adm inistra
tive
Offices and faculty members on
cam pus aid MSU to reach it's full
potential as New Jersey's second
largest university", said Rick Brown the
coordinator of leadership programs.
On W ednesday, April 10, the
O ffice of residence life, O ffice of
Student A ctivities, S .G .A ., O ffice
of the V ice President for Student
Development & Campus life. Golden
Key International honor so ciety,
cam pus recreation, School of the
Arts facilities staff, Sodexho campus
dining services and C.L.U.B m ade
synergy as they hosted MSU squares
in the Blanton Hall dormitory.
Using nine inside room windows
as the squares, the participants inside
the squares were filled by: Jeannette
M am m arro (SGA President) and
Chris Fitzpatrick (SGA Vice President),
Miho Okamura (Stone/Webster RM)

W

and Sky Pippin (Blanton Hall RM),
Monique Chadband (Homecoming
Queen) and Steve Jamison (Home
coming King), Christian Suare (lota
Phi Theta Fraternity) and Erica Manen
(Alpha lota Chi Sorority), Margaree
Coleman-Carter (Assoc. Dean of Stu
dents) and James Harris (Assoc.Dean
of Students), Greg Brown (Coordina
tor of weekend and evening pro
grams), Michael Brown (Director of
EOF) and Rick Brown (Coordinator
of leadership programs), Paul Cell
(Chief of University Police) and Karen
Pennington (V.P. for Student Develop
ment & Campus Life), Alan Oppenheim (Dean of the SBUS) and Rosa
Oppenheim (Assoc. Dean, Rutger's
Business School Newark and New
Brunswick) and the center square
consisted of Geoffrey Newman
(Dean of the School of the Arts.)
Deans Oppenheim , Vice-Cop,
Brown Brothers, Your Majesties, Vote
SGA, Greek Unify, The 3 Deans, In the
House, and Dean of Arts were the
names of the teams, pertaining to
who was in each square.
Dean Harris stated, "The fact that
everyone, students, teachers, alumni
and administrators are collaborating
and becoming involved, therefore
getting everyone else involved for
events and programs without the
use of alcohol is just a really great
thing that is being done.”
Students had the opportunity to
fill out a slip when they arrived to
enter as a contestant.
There were three rounds played
and the winners consisted of Valerie
Wakeham, who won a DVD player,
Donna Russo who won one hundred
dollars, and C andice Elmore, who
won a television and one hundred
See “SQUARES" on p. 11

M IKE CAFARO/THE MONTCLARION

Windows provide the “Squares”for the game and entertain a lively crowd
in the main lobby of Blanton Hall.
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'Student Activities Fair, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. SC Cafe B & C
'Activities on the Quad, 1 p.m.-4 p.m. SC Quad
‘ Conservation Club, 4 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
'Chi Aplha Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m. SC 411
'A.S.S.I.S.T. Coffehouse, 10p.m.-1a.m. SC Ratt

The Great Pot Debate
Pros and Cons on Legalizing the Drug
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'Multicultural Extravaganza, 6 p.m. SC Ballrooms
'Player’s HAIR, 8 p.m. SC 126

”
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By Nicole Elenski
StaffWriter

'Caribso Conference River Clean Up, 9 a.m. Paterson’s Raceway Park
'Player’s HAIR, 2 p.m. & 8 p.m. SC 126
'Comedy Night, 7 p.m. SC Ratt
*C1C Hip Hop Concert, 8 p.m.

he Great Pot Debate, spon
sored by the Health and Well
ness Center on April 9, received
rave reviews from the students who
attended it. |
The discussion was opened up
with passing around an insert from
fhe New York Times fh at d a y. It
was an ad for fhe legalization of
marijuana, with a picture of Mayor
Bloomberg. Next to his picture was
his reply to whether or not he has
ever smoked pot. “You bet I did.
And I enjoyed it.”
Facts supporting the legalization
of m arijuana were spewed out of
every student atten d in g . These
students had done research and
knew their stuff: they w eren’t just
interested in smoking for fun.
For the environm entalists, one
student com m ented, “Out of one
hemp plant you can get'as much
paper as an entire forest of trees.”
For those concerned with money,
student assistant Chris at the Wellness
Center added, “It is costing billions of
dollars of tax payers money to keep
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'P la ye r’s HAIR, 2 p.m. SC 126

COURTESY OF W ELLNESS EDUCATION
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Marijuana stirs discussion with all.

people in prison for such nonviolent
drug crimes."
Having to do with m edical
aspects, a student who suffers from
migraines said, "It is safer to smoke
marijuana than to take pain killers in
the form of a pill or shot because it is
not as addicting.”
Members of the Wellness Center
presented cons. One of the major
points is that Americans can 't seem
to do anything in moderation. We
overeat, overdrink, overwork, and so
on. Marijuana could just be another
thing added to the overindulgence
list.
In response to this a student
S ee

“POT'on p.11

'R e p tile World, 12 p.m. SC Quad
*JSU, 5-6 p.m. SC 123
'Latinisim o, 6-8 p.m. SC Annex
*NJ Com m unity W aterwatch Forum, 7 p.m. SC 419
'N A A C P m eeting, 7 p.m. SC Cafe C
'A.S.S.I.S.T. meeting, 7:30 p.m. SC Com m uter Lounge

'L.A.S.O., 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
'WMSC meeting, 3:30 p.m. SC 110

I
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'Greek Council meeting, 5 p.m. SC 411
'S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S., 7:30-9:30 p.m. SC 417
'O.S.A.U., 7:30 p.m. SC CafeC

—
'"D an g e rou s A nim als” Program , 1 p.m.
'P a g a n Student Union, 3:30p.m . SC 3rd Floor
'IS O meeting, 3:30p.m . SC 411
'W M S C m eeting, 3:30p.m . SC 110
*MSA meeting, 4p.m. SC 416
£SGA meeting, 4p.m. SC 411

(jJ a i w a m m

'C la ss One Concerts, 4:30p.m . S C I'll)
*SG A Banquet Night
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Abortion Aftermath
Post-Abortion Syndrome, PAS, is
More Common Than Many Realize
By Tina Snyder
AssistantFeatureEditor

bortion is probably one of the
most sensitive and controver
sial issues to discuss in today's
society. There are pro-lifers and prochoicers. A woman either doesn't
or does have an abortion based on
what group she's in, and if she winds
up having one, a feeling of total
relief and relaxation overcomes her
and everyone goes home happy,
right?
Well, think again.
When delving into the issue of
abortion, many times one receives
very skewed information, and unfor
tunately; the one who ends up
getting the* most misleading facts
and half-truths is the woman who is
pregnant and is just looking for her
choices.
The most heated sub-topic with
abortion issues today is what is known
as Post-Abortion Syndrome, or PAS. A
general defini
tion of this syn
drome is the
a p p e a ra n c e
of a number of
psychological
and emotional
symptoms, sim
ilar to Post-Trau
m atic Stress Syndrome, in women
who have had an abortion.
Women who have sought help
because they feel they suffer from
PAS have described over 100 symp
toms including chronic problems
with sleep, a chronic sense of guilt
and hopelessness, frequent crying
episodes, nightmares (with babies
crying out to them ), and severe
upset with anything connected with
the abortion, like the anniversary
date of the abortion, or when the
baby was supposed to be due (had
he/she not been term inated.) This
em otional traum a often leads to
avoidance and denial of the abor
tion, dysfunctional sexual behavior,
eating disorders, substance abuse,
problems with relationships, and in a
surprising many cases, suicide.
Many pro-choice organizations
have presented studies and argu
ments saying that PAS is a made-up
term by pro-life organizations, it
doesn’t exist, or that it does exist
but is so rare it may as well not exist.
However, they fail to tell people
that even the American Psychologi
cal Association acknowledges the
existence of symptoms many women
exp erien ce after an abortion. In
addition, they have said they defi
nitely need to do more research on
this topic to learn more about it.
Besides this, much research all
over the world has been done to
find out w hat women go through
after having decided not to bring
their baby to term. A national poll
found 56 p ercen t of wom en felt
guilty about having an abortion. In
a study done in C an ad a with 100
women, a full 80 percent of them
expressed feelings of “self-hatred,"
and 31 percent completely regret
ted their decision. In Finland, a survey
found that women who had abor

A

tions within the past year were over
three times more likely to commit
suicide as com pared to women on
the whole.
"Abortion has a painful aftermath, regardless of a woman's reli
gious beliefs, or how positive she
m ay have felt beforehand about
her decision to abort," states Vincent
Rue, Ph.D. Psychologist, who has
dealt with women w ho’ve experi
enced PAS.
Many wom en, whether or not
they were religious, have expressed
their anger at clinics and doctors
who, when they were searching for
options, were pretty much told abor
tion was the best and only realistic
choice. Many women who have felt
this w ay have joined an organization
called "Women Exploited by Abor
tion" (WEBA). In a survey con
ducted with 252 WEBA women in
the USA, 84 percent say that the
clinic/counselor/doctor was “very
unhelpful in exploring other options,”
over half felt rushed, taking four or
few er days to m ake their ch o ice
to abort,, and 97 percent currently
ag ree that the fetus w as human
when the abor
tion was per
formed.
Based on
these feelings
of real women
who chose to
abort
. their
pregnancies, if
does not seem fair that some people
want to deny the fact that indeed
many women do suffer after abor
tion. Because having an abortion
is not like throwing aw ay your trash,
and because, as a woman, we all
have internal instincts to protect
our offspring and in an abortion the
mother is giving up her very own
offspring, it is not that in conceiv
able to see why and how a women
can have long term emotional
pain because of what she's gone
through.
For women who do go through
traum a from abortion, there are
many PAS help centers and abortion
counselors willing to reach out and
start the healing process. For women
who are looking for choices, there
are over 3,000 pregnancy crisis cen
ters in th etl.S. alone ready to show
realistic alternatives, abortion not
being the only choice.
"Making the decision to termi
nate a pregnancy....is by far the most
wrenching experience I've ever had.
The right to choose is not a luxury; it is
a responsibility that demands intense
introspection and awareness," says
S. Boyd, writer and a d vo ca te of
making the public more aw are of
abortion effects.
Spohtaneity, not knowing the
facts, and not considering the out
com e will never turn out good when
the issue is abortion, no matter how
much it looks like the easy w ay out.
This, as well as so many issues women
have to deal with in today’s society,
must be thought out carefully with an
open mind, and most importantly,
an open heart. Because one must
remember, in any situation, that there
will certainly be an either positive or
negative reaction for every action
that one takes when reaching that
final decision.
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•Scholarships Available
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MSU Students
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Continued from p. 9
dollars cash.
out for the free raffle tickets each
Elmore exclaim ed, "This is the student received when coming to
most fun that I have had all year. I the event.
ca n ’t believe I won!"
Som e of the donators w ere
The University Partnership Pro Apple Bee’s, Best Buy, and the MSU
gram is going to be very active in bookstore. Everyone seem ed to
the future and a lot of on campus enjoy it very much.
activities; events and programs are
Musical entertainment was
going to be something everyone provided by the Chris Player Quartet
within the MSU system will participate in between games.
in.
The event presented a general
Jeanette Mammoro, President atmosphere of after-hours together
of the S.G.A. said, " We have been ness linking the students and the
planning this since last semester and administration.
this is the first event since I have
MSU squares was a successful
been here that anything like this has and fun night that students residing
happened, where everyone was in Bohn and other neighboring resi
involved. It was a great turn out and dence halls won’t soon forget.
I am glad I was a part of it."
Robert Vincent called it "ColSome of the other prizes laberative Synergy" coming from the
were gift certificates that were given Blanton Hall Atrium.

Pot
Continued from p. 9
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added, "I don’t see why it is so bad
to be addicted to marijuana when
it isn’t proven to be life threatening.
People are a d d icte d to m oney.
People are ad d icted to alcohol.
People are addicted to cigarettes.
Yet none of these things are being
challenged because they are things
that put m oney into p o liticia n s’
pockets.”
Many agreed with this, and some
students even thought that many
of the politicians who are part of
the war against drugs are actually
somehow profiting from the drug
scene.
One girl researched facts that
showed that since the United States

invaded Afghanistan and the Middle
East, the amount of opium imported
into the United States has skyrock
eted. She believed this showed that
something dirty was going on with
the government’s influence in those
countries. She com pared this to
when the government put prohibi
tion into action, yet most of the politi
cians w ere making money selling
alcohol illegally.
In the end, everyone was unsure
about w hether or not m arijuana
would ever becom e legalized. One
thing they were sure of was that it
would take a lot more public sup
port or objection to make anything
happen.

online this w eek
We’re G ivin g A w ay More Than

$
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You’re about to enter the Real World, real fast. And as soon as you do,
you’ll have a whole new set of priorities to deal with — like finding a
i job, buying a new set of furniture that didn’t come from a dairy truck,
and yes, repaying your student loans.
Collegiate Funding Services (CFS) is here to help. Beginning in April
and running through November 2002, you can win prizes each month
through CFS' Real World Giveaway.

C F3

Collegiate
Funding
Services

I - 866 - 922-7667

In the past year. CFS has awarded nearly $300,000 in scholarships. In:
addition, CFS has helped hundreds of thousands of new graduates: just
like you, prepare for the Real World by enabling them to better manage'
their student loan expenses. We recommend'that a ll graduates review
their student loan payments before, repayment begins so that they can ‘
benefit from lower, in-grace interest rates.

With the Real World Giveaway, there’s nothing to
buy and you can enter to win each month. Visit

w w w .c f s lo a n s .c o m / r e a lw o r ld
details and complete official rules.

Void where prohibited by law. A purchase is not necessary to enter and will not improve your chances of winning.
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Hair, A Musical Journey Back To The 60’s

JAMES TOPOLESKI /TH E MONTCLARION

By Anna Lawrence
StaffWriter

Hair
April 1 8 -2 0 @ 8 P.M ., A pril
2 0 - 2 1 @ 2 P.M.
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Hair opens this weekend in the
Players Theater and the members of
the tribe will dance, groove, gyrate,
sing and m ay even m ove you to
tears before the final bows.
Hair, originally written by Gerome

Ragni and Jam es Rado in 1966 he doesn't want to die and yet he
with music by Galt MacDermot, fol can 't bring himself to burn his draft
lows
the lives of a tribe of hippies card at the "Be-In” with the rest of
trying to co p e with the boys.
squares, parents, sexu
Fast toward to his last night with
ality and the Vietnam the tribe. Hud and Berger pass out
War.
joints to all, and Claude experiences
The story centers a trip that spans decades. It starts
around C la u d e from with the Vietnam War, quickly visits
"Manchester, England” and Berger, the Revolutionary War and spends
who is searching for "Donna" despite a good amount of time with “Abie,
his love/hate relationship with Sheila, Baby" and "The War." The Civil War
whom C laude attem pts to get in that is. Finally, the play ends with
"Bed.” To com plicate things, Jeanie C laude’s inevitable trip to Vietnam,
m ay be pregnant with C la u d e ’s after having to cut off all the long
b ab y, and she really, really likes blonde "Hair” he has been growing
him. Mind you, these are all 18 - and for years.
19-year-olds, and the year is 1968.
A number of songs touch upon
Meanwhile, Claude first gets pres the experiences asso ciated with
sured by his parents, and then finally p sychad elic drugs and the loose
drafted into the arm y to go fight sexual morals ad ap ted by the
the war in Vietnam. He is terrified, counter culture.
From obvious

songs, "Hashish," and "Sodomy," to
songs about atually being high and
"Waling in Space" and "Black Boys,"
“White Boys" and one girl's search
for a boy named “Frank Mills.”
Some of the songs rebel against
the authorities the tribe deals with,
other songs rebel against the war
in Vietnam.
The voice of non-hippies is pres
ent, but minimal. Those outside the
counter culture are treated with little
respect, and taunted by those in the
tribe. Their perspective, however,
provides a sobering point of view
in the midst of the tribe's rejoicing
and dancing.
The music presents a realistic view
of the hippie life, and only seems
stereotypical since so many other
hippies of screen and stage were
See “HAIR"op. 15

Harry Partch Ensemble ---------- ?o.3-------Performs The Impossible

W M SQ

vibraphone or xylophone. Instead
of 12 tones per o cta v e , w hich is
the traditional number of tones per
octave, there are 31.
These tones are m ade of metal
pipes, which vibrate and ring long
after the p ie ce is finally finished,
he name of the piece is “Zonix.” leaving the cacphonous sounds to
Written by MSU Professor Dean hang on the air as the audience
Drummond and Gary Schall. It is bursts into much applause.
usually the first piece that a student
The second piece to be played
starting on the Harry Partch Instru was by MSU graduate student Walsh
ments learns. Fitting then, that the and w as entitled "Radium .” This
MSU Harry Partch Ensemble perfor was played on the kithara by David
m ance this past Sunday night was Engrisch, diamond marimba by Tricia
opened with just that
Galvez, zoomoozo
song.
phone by Phillips,
6 6 Z o n ix is r e a l l y
It's sound is haunt
Cavagnaro
and
ing. Played on the
Paul Tripo, bass
MORE OF A GUIDED
zoom oozophone
m arimba also by
IMPROVISATIONAL PIECE. Cavagnaro
and juststrokerods,
and
“Zonix” is really more
conducted
by
of a guided improDrummond.
visational p ie ce . It
It opens slowly,
is
freeform,
yet
the notes being
guided.
played
sounding
The m usicians
more
incidental
is f r ethan
e f o rplanned,
m , yet
play long glissandoes acrossIt the
and builds gradually
enormous zoomoozophone in one until it finally fades ag ain , going
99
part. In another, the four of themGUIDED
casually, just the way it cam e.
each improvise their own melody.
While this piece may or may not
In yet another part, Adam Cavagn- have been written specifically for
aro and Linda Jim enez play the the MSU Harry Partch ensemble, it
zoomoozophone while Danielle Phil was definitely written with the avail
lips and Elizabeth Walsh play the able talent the group had to offer
juststrokerods, an instrument which in mind.
creates a pure, high pitched
The next piece was entitfed
ringing sound. The sound of the
See "PARTCH" on p. 13
zoomoozophone is like that of a large
By Inbal Kahanov
ProductionEditor
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Partch
Continued from p. 12

“ 'Round Midnight," written originally hard time with. However, Andrew Fox
by Thelonious Monk, and arranged on the marimba eroica and Jonafor the zoomoozophone and cello than Klizas on the kithara played
by Dean Drummond.
their parts with e a se . Fox’sp erThree players, Gina Liscio, Galvez fo rm an ce on the extrem ely low
and Christopher Kevin Crow played marimba eroica was especially outrich chords on the zoomoozophone standing.
while; Stephanie Rinear voiced the
Next was another duet, "Study on
melody line on the cello.
This Archytas’ Enharmonic Scale,” played
was a really jazzy p iece, and the by Phillips on the bass m arim ba
chords voiced on th^ oom oozo- '
and Walsh on the
phone, c le a r and
harmonic canon,
thick chords that
... THICK CHORDS
This is another of
made use of the ■
t h a t MADDE USE OF THE
pieces
full range of notes
that students learn
the instrument has
FULL RANGE OF NOTES
to help acclim ate
to offer, really made
themselves to the
THE INSTRUMENT HAS TO
instruments
(for
This ‘"Round Mid
night" shine.
some
reason
O F F E R ... 9 9
Partch liked writing
Finally, it cam e
nearly impossible
time for the Partch
part of the perfor
parts to play) and is
actually based on
m ance. First to be
p layed w as Verse
A rchytas’ enhar11 from "And on the Seventh Day m onic scale , from ancient Greek
Petals Fell in Petaluma." "Petals" is music.
approximately 30 minutes long, and
Finally, the crowning moment, the
consists of verses that are exactly performance of the 18 minute long
one minute long each.
"Daphne of the Dunes." Originally
While a minute long verse doesn’t written to be performed along with
sound like m uch, it is really quite d ance, "Daphne" tells the story of
a handful of a song, and requires the ch ase after the m ythological
much practice time and prepara- Daphne. The song features a number
tion.
of performers, many of which play
Usually, the verses have very more than one instrument (not at
com plex parts written for each of once, though.)
the instrum ents, parts that even
Rinear plays not only tenor violin,
professional musicians may have a gourd tree and cone gongs, but is

MPM

also responsible for the playing of a
Dance Department,
pre-recorded piece of music during
The musicians are entertaining
the song.
enough to watch and listen to. To be
Walsh plays kithara, harm onic able to see dancers as well would
canon and surrogate kithara. Duane be a real treat.
Kilgore plays a number of harmonic
The piece is a difficult one, not
canons (a totql of four are used) and just because many of the musicians
the spoils of war. Jimenez plays the are playing two, some even three,
harmonic canon as well and also instruments, but because of the time
the chromolodeon.
signatures.
Galvez again lends
A charactera
hand
to the
istic of Partch
diam ond m arim ba.
««U SU A LLY, THE V E R S E S musicis the use of
Klizas plays the bass
h a v e VERY COMPLEX
strange, difficult
marimba, kithara and
or uneven time
surrogate kithara. Tripo
PARTS ... PARTS THAT
signatures. For
plays the bam boo
those musicians
marimba and also the
out there, know
spoils of w ar. Crow
MUSICIANS MAY HAVE A
that there are
plays the cloud champarts of the score
ber bowls and DrumHARD TIME WITH.9 9
that are in 27/16,
mond conducts.
parts in 31/16,
While all the stuand some parts
dents put forth-amazin the traditional
ing efforts and mastered their individ- 4/4.
ual parts, Klizas on the bass marimba,
For those non-musicians out there,
Tripo on the bamboo marimba and suffice it to say that dance to 27/l 6,
G alvez on the diamond marimba or even just trying to keep track of
really sfood out from the crowd with the rhythm is a feat in and of ifself.
their playing.
Overall, the show was amazing.
Drummond remarked as the musi- The MSU Harry Partch Ensem ble
dans were setting up that a year ago proved to the cam pus that they
he wouldn't have even thought this could take the nearly impossible
piece could have been performed and make it possible. Not only has
now, and as w e speak plans are the Partch Instrumentarium survived
underway for a possible full produc- here at MSU, it thrives and continues
tion, a collaboration between the to inspire.
MSU Harry Partch Ensemble and the

nant?
You've got a
T.V .

lot of options -

HBO viewers are going to get more than they expect
when the recent series “Six Feet Under" adds a graphic sex
scen e to its newest episode. Producer/creator Alan Ball
along with the crew of the show shot an XXX rated scene
rorthe most recen lep iso d e when Claire visits her eccentric
aunt. The graphic sexual content m ay send an unexpected
jolt to viewers who are not used to such explicit scenes that
are prominent in HBO’s other shows "The Sopranos,” "Sex
and the City” and “OZ."

let us be your
FIRST CHOICE.
fir««&confidential unices include:

M usic
Neil Young’s latest album Are you Passionate? shows the
crazier side of Young. The album recorded with b ack up
from organist Booker T. Jones is detg£jJgj|d as "eccen tric
even by Young standards." With a tpxJipLbeautiful love
songs such as the title song and p o ljt^ jp id fem ents m ade
with a western feel reminscent of CrazyT® rse . Young hasn't
been this daring in years.

• h-gnsity lists &QptrfHWCourvyilng
•h*gr«nc^&¥iflfmdr«r'! via Ultrasajnd
>fiiiatnrdhip Ctxm&ihne)

• rttedtcat &Housing Referrals

Wecananswer questioni regardini
Alter f*»l
■ HU-486

*Pregnancytermination

M ovies
Die hard Star Wars fans are a lre a d y lining up at the
front door of G raum an’s Chinese Theatre in Los Angetes,
California where the original Star Wars premiered in 19*77.
About 70 fans pitched cam p about a w eek ago to wait in
shifts for the first showing of Star Wars: Episode II Attack of
the Clones. The film opens May 16.
Compiled fom cnn.com by Cristin Curry
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Stupid, You So Stupid
If a general idea of what is stupid
in the world is w hat you are after
then stupid.com is the site for you.

By James Topoleski
Arts andEntertainmentEditor

Dumb Crooks
www.dum bcrooks.com
ith finals coming up, prob
ably every professor on this
campus is making you feel
like you're the sm allest individual
in the world. You went to class all
semester just to find out you learned
about nothing and have to take a
test on stuff you didn’t even cover.
It's nice to know there are people
who are worse off than you are.
You know whom w e are talking
about; those people who ca n ’t even
walk across the street without screw
ing it up. For those of you who feel
like your going to have a m ental
breakdown and start feeding the
squirrels on the quad, we have a few
sites with stories of people that will
make you feel like you are as smart
as Stephen Hawkins.

W

Stupid.com
www.stupid.com

It’s almost like the two go hand
in h an d . Just think, you h ave to
be stupid just to com m it a crim e
sometimes. Like the guy who robs a
gunshop, you know these people
are not playing with a full deck. It
almost makes you feel better know
ing there are people dumber than
you out there.
Well if you w ant to bask in the
im becility of others, or just learn
how not to get arrested (and
possibly lau g h ed a t in ja il) then
dum bcrooks.com is the site for you.
With the crim es separated by
dates committed, you can view over
three years of dumb crimes. Or jusf
view the crime of the week to get
a quick fix. Either w ay it will tie you
over till the next Montclarion Police
Report.

www.themontclarion.com

Sunday, April 21tli

Tltusday, April 18tli

Tony Danza 1951
Andie M cDowell 1958
Iggy Pop 1947

Melissa Joan Hart 1976
Rick Moranis 1953
Conan O'Brien 1963

Monday, April 22tli

Friday, April 19th

Peter Frampton 1950
Ja c k Nicholson 1937

Paula Abdul 1962
Jennifer Esposito 1972
Ashley Judd 1968
Dudey Moore 1935

Tuesday, April 23tl.

Saturday, April 20tli
Crispin Glover 1964
Joey Law rence 1976
Don Mattingly 1961

Judy Davis 1955
Shirley Temple Black 1928

W ednesday, April 24tli
Paul Ryder 1964
Barbara Strisand 1942

Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else says
“Happy Birthday” (on a very limited budget) better than getting your
friend’s name in the paper? Email msuarts@hotmail.com with the
birthday kid’s full name and year of birth at least a week before the
date and let them know you really care., even though you may be
really poor.

Stupid people pages:

www.geocities.com/SouthBeach/
The site who's nam e says it all, Sands/7085/index.htm
stupid.com . A well-rounded little site
There are a lot of dumb people in
that caters to everything stupid.
You have it all here, stupid jokes, the world. The kinds that, make you
stupid candy, stupid toys, just about wonder if the wheel is spinning but
everything that makes you wonder the hamster is dead.
The stupid people pages endeav
“just what were these guys thinking
when they thought someone might ors to collect as many anecdotes
and words of “wisdom” by some of
actually buy this.”
And some of these objects are the worlds dumbest.
On the pages you will find many
priceless. I don't know about you, but
whenever I see sushi walk, I run out categories of stupidity, everything
of the bar, yet some genius decided from headlines that someone really
that it might be a cool toy (hint, its should have read a few times before
thinking it was ok to print, or stupid
not.)
And most people don’t like to things drivers do on the road.
This site has a great list of idiocy
tell people where they are going to
begin, so a product that essentially in the world, as well as some non
is a pair of directional signals for your offensive terms for people who make
ears is the last thing anyone really you w ant to spoon your eyes out
with a spork.
would want on their head.

D epartm ent of T heatre a n d D a n ce S eries
-presentsRobert Harling's
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STEEL M A G N O LIAS
April 11,12,13,18,19 & 20 at 8pm
April 14 at 2pm
April 19,2002 at 1pm

9 LETTHE MIND GAMES BEGIN.
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Call 973-655-5112 for reservations
Seating is limited.
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Hair
Continued from p. 12
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based on these original characters.
The ensem ble Is one In every
sense of the word. While most of the
singing Is done by the group as a
whole, and the dominant solos are
by Berger, Claude and Sheila, each
member of the ensemble has a solo
In some respect, whether it be just
a line or two, or even one whole
song.
Outstanding solos go to Marlssa
D’Amato In “Black Boys," Daniel Rob
bins In "White Boys," and Stephanie
Bashall In "Frank Mills.”
Michael A. Keefe Is the confused,
yet endearing Claude. Keefe Is a
strong bass and delivers his solos
strongly.
Justin C ellano Is powerful and
ch arism atic as Berger. D eanna
Lacava is strong as Sheila, the pro
tester from NYU.
Hud, traditionally a black ch arac
ter, Is played by the very Caucasian,
yet very tan , Jon C hurchill. Jon
Greensteln plays Woof, likeable, yet
a little confused about who It Is that
he likes.
In terms of sound, the chdrus was
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okay. M ichael Butler wrote some
beautiful choral progressions for the
tribe. It's a pity, then, that this chorus
Is predominated by powerful altos.
When actually heard, the sopranos
are angelic, but that doesn't happen
as often as w e'd like.
The chorus moves well, however,
thanks to choreography by Katie
Renn, Lauren Walsh, Phillip Levesque
and direction by MSU alum Kevin
Schwoebel. This Is the second time
Schwoebel Is directing a production
of Hair.
Lights, which help to set the tone
of the more drug-induced scenes,
were coordinated by Andrew Ruiz.
The stage m anager was John
McBeath. Costumes were done by
Phillip Levesque.
Music was lead by Mike Yesenosky
on keyboards, with Nick Fakls on
bass, Damon Bennett on guitar and
Tim Alworth on drums.
Forget any fashion revivals, don't
even rely on your parents’ record
collections. Fora technicolor revival
of the rebellious 60s, don't look any
further than Players’ pfoductlon of
Hair.
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Michael A. Keefe as Claude in Hair.
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lows Start 1 1 pm Sharp
Fri. April 19

110:30PM START

H o lm e s
You w i l l f a c e

Fri. April 26

m an y c h a l l e n g e s t e a c h i n g

The Undead
Dirty Knees

your c la s ^ to re a d .
A s s u m in g y o u o v e rc o m e
th e c h a lle n g e o f n ot
h a v in g an y b o o k s.

{m em bers of Insom niac & ex-Swinging N eck B reakers}

SATURDAYS

Ladles Admitted FREE!
DJ Spins The Smart Mix
OPEN WEDNESDAY-SATURDAY TILL 3AM
E a s y O ff Rt. 3
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PEACE CORPS

How f a r are you w i l li n g t o go to make a d iffe r e n c e ?
w w w . p e a c e c o r p s . g o T • 1-800-424-8580

Arts&Entertainment

"»M onldarion.A p rili8 ,2 0 0 2

www.themontclarion.com

A rts Calendar
Concert & Theater Calendar
No Doubt
“Steel Magnolias”

B.B. King's

Roseland

“Steel Magnolias”

“Steel Magnolias"

Fox Studio Theatre

Kittie

Fox Studio Theatre

Fox Studio Theatre

Eyes Adrift

Irving Plaza

No Doubt

Jefferson Starship

Roseland

Stone Temple Pilots

Knitting Factory

Garbage

Hammerstein

Roseland
Student Recital

McEachern Hall

Movie Releases « w

Album Releases

•*

Murder by Numbers - dir: Barbet Schoeder
Sandra Bullock, Ryan Goslig, Michael Pitt.
The Scorpion King - dir: Chuck Russell
Dwayne Johnson, Steven Brand, Kelly Hu.

Rock/Pop - Sarah Brightman: Encore
Rap/RB - Cee-Lo: Cee-Lo Green & His...
Rock/Pop - Dokken: Long Way Home
Country - Kenny Chesney: No Shoes. No Shirt..
Jazz - Miles Davis: Music for you: Blue Moods
Rock/Pop- Elvis Costello: When I Was Cruel

Tigerlily only lists events for that w eek (from the Thursday w e co m e out to the following W ed nesd ay). For your
even t to get listed, it must re a ch us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
Be sure to in clud e the nam e of the e ven t (w ho's perform ing) w here it’s being held, an d the e x a c t d a te
it's happening.
Send all inform ation to the following e-m ail address:

msuarts@hotmail.com

B ecome A P hysician A ssistant

Seton Hail University’s
School of Graduate Medical Education offers a challenging
three-year Master of Science Physician Assistant (PA) Program
This rigorous and comprehensive program produces well-rounded, superior
PA professionals, ready to meet today’s and tomorrow’s challenges.
The curriculum includes:
• An intensive first professional year didactic program focused on medical sciences;
• A second professional year centered on clinical exposure in multiple medical
disciplines as well as courses in epidemiology and bioethics; and
• A third professional year offering continued valuable clinical experience and a
clinical research component.

JOAN OSBORNE

®

The Program is now accepting applications for classes starting in Fall 2002.
All candidates must have all prerequisites completed
as described in the application instructions.

F or

m o re in fo rm a tio n o r a n a pplicatio n

Call: (973) 275-2596 (PA program office)
On the web: gradmeded.shu.edu

Our vo ices are powerful. Our vo ices can tell C ong ress who we
are and w hat we believe. The th reats to our sexu al and reproduc
tive freedom are real. Now is the time to use the power of our voices.
Be a part of Vox : Voices for Planned Parenthood. Send your voice
straight to Congress.
It’s fast. It’s easy. And it works.
fo r m edical appointments

CALL: 973.622.2319

400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, New Jersey 07079 • www.shu.edu

to ta he action

WWW.PLANNEDPARENTHOOD.ORG

w w w lh e m o n tclario n .co m

April 18, 2 0 0 2
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SGA Cabinet Applications Now
A vaiiable!!!
Be a part o f the 2002-2003 SG A!
Director of Program m ina/Class O nes
Work with our huge organizations to produce campus events.

D irector of C la s s 2 and 3 Affairs
Work along side dozens of diverse clubs and organizations.

Director of G reek Affairs
Work with the Greeks and Social Fellowships.

D irector of A cad em ic Affairs
Direct the Academic Goals of the SGA- a huge committee!

D irector of Com m uter Affairs
One of our new com m ittees...represent the commuter students

Director of Multicultural A w aren ess
Another new com m ittee...com e represent MSU’s diversity!

D irector of Public Relations
Publicize and SGA and it’s activities, and have fun doing it!

D irector of R esid en ce Life
Direct the activities of the SGA with Residence Life.

Pick up an application in the SGA office before
April 24th and return them to Chris Fitzpatrick.
Call 973-655-7434 if you have any questions.
Legislative Petitions are ALSO available!
Break Down the Walls!
Build Up the B ridges!
Experience the M adness!

The Montclarion • p. 18
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We’re Getting a Parking Garage?
ffin P
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How m any of you have read the Parking Com m ittee Report?
O kay, o k a y , so how m any of you h a ve a t least heard of its
Anybody?
The Presidential Task Force Com m ittee, which recently m ade
recom m endations to President Susan Cole about parking issues on
cam pus, released their report to students by w ay of the Internet,
asking for com m ents from the University community.
It’s a good thing that the adm inistration asked for students’
insteQd ° f forcing the finalized parking decisions down
the throats of the unsuspecting student body. At least the students
can t claim that their opinions w ere stifled.
Nonetheless, it is reasonable to question just how m any students
w ere actually informed of the parking proposal in the first p lace .
The news of the task force was distributed to students via webm ail,
the MSU e-mail service to which m any students do not subscribe!
Without this service, a student would not have been told where
to acce ss the proposal online, nor would he/she have been told
w here and how to respond to the Parking Com m ittee Report.
Although Harry P. Schuckel requested that responses only be sent to
him by M arch 28, the Parking Com m ittee Report is still availab le for
viewing at w w w .m ontclair.edu/parking_report.pdf.
Despite the concerns over lack of student aw areness there
are m any points brought forth in the report that are quite relevant
to the student population. Firstly, the report w as done under the
speculations that faculty and staff would not pay to use the new
parking facility and that the facility will be paid for with revenue
from the use of the facility itself. While the latter is a reasonable
assumption, the former is still a question as yet to be determ ined.
The faculty says that it is stated in their contracts that parking is
free. However, according to President Cole in a recent meeting
with The M ontclarion, staff and faculty parking is free only where

free parking is availab le, and it is therefore not covered under the
param eters of their contracts.
Student permits for the use of the g arag e will vary in that three
options will be offered; one in which a person is guaranteed a spot,
another in w hich a person is ab le to look for an availab le spot,
and a third which would be an hourly fee without a guaranteed
spot.
Another issue concerning parking is the possibility of a parking
fee increase even for non-garage parking permits, which is to be
discussed by Judith Hoin, V ice President for Humon Resources/ ond
appropriate union representatives. While the actu al numbers have
not yet been parlayed, the likelihood of an increase is co n ceivab le.
With the g arag e being paid for only with parking revenue, it is
questionable whether students who choose to pay the regular fee
and forgo parking in the g arag e will actu ally be contributing to the
convenience of the students who opt for g arag e parking.
Since the em ployee parking is being reduced for the construction
of a new general-purpose a cad e m ic building scheduled to be built
in parking Lot 14, it appears that students and possibly em ployees
will have no ch o ice but to pay higher fees to park in the g arage.
While other colleges in the are a generally pay a higher fee for
parking com pared to our current rate of $50 per a cad e m ic year
the possible in crease should not b e justified by other schools’
practices. This increase in fees is especially disconcerting coming
from a school that advertises itself as a quality education at an
inexpensive price.
So, while w e aw ait the new fee schedule to find out just how
much money w e will be shelling out, m aybe students should just
start ch eckin g their w ebm ail - it m ay be the only w a y to find
out how m uch the bills will be next y e a r before they arrive in
the mailbox.

M ontclarion Q uestion
O f the W eek:
Should a Person That
P lagiarizes Be Expelled?
L o g on to:
www. themontclarion. com
to vo ice y o u r opinion.

Have you tried registering
online using W ESS?
Not yet,
but I wlil.

Yes, I have.

No,
Iw ont

No, but
might

y

www.themontclarion.com
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Viewpoint_________ ____________________ __________

History Sold for the Highest Bid Campus
Can a Price Be Put on Civil Rights Memorabilia?
Everything eventually translates cost is simply mind-numbing. The shown to Dr. King and Malcolm X
into dollars. This is a statement that mere fact that Malcolm X’s personal by their kin is inexcusable. If the
holds true anyw here and e ve ry m aterials, which are supposed to respective families no longer wished
w here. W hether it's ca rs, ----- ------- be the legal property of
to possess the material, then it should
buildings, personal d o cu 
the Shabazz fam ily, was have been donated to museums
ments, or even human life
sitting in a storage locker where historians could analyze it
itself, everything can be
in southern Florida seems and display it to the public as a
ap p raised . Sadly, w e can
even more perplexing. As tribute to their ancestor's marvelous
now add black history to that
far as the Shabazz family accomplishments. This is especially
category as well.
itself, they claim to have true in the case of Shabazz, as his
The recent attem pts to
had no knowledge of the journals would have helped historians
sell personal material belong
sale, and they believed piece together some of the more
ing to civil rights leaders Mal Jerom e
the material was safe and uncertain and d eb atab le details
colm X and Dr. Martin Luther D'ANGELO secure.
of the last years of his life. Up until
King Jr. cut deep scars into
As far as Dr. King’s this point, Malcolm X is regarded
the legacies of two men who
________
property, his family report mostly through his somewhat limited
served as champions of free
edly knew of, and even autobiography and his speeches.
dom, dem ocracy, and equality.
wanted, its potential sale. According “Writers ot all stripes have developed
The Village Voice reported in its to the sam e report that covered theories of his eventual p o litical
April 9, 2002 edition that Butterfeilds, the Shabazz documents, "the Sothe direction," the report claims. "These
an auction house operating out of by's auction house, at the behest manuscripts should at least narrow
San Francisco that is owned by eBay, of the family of Martin Luther King the debate.”
was offered a storage locker filled Junior...has been quietly preparing a
I don't care how this is going to
with the last remaining papers of private sale of about 80,000 pages of be taken, but it must be said: there
one Malcolm Shabazz, more widely King’s papers, valued at $30 million.” is a part of me that is relieved Dr.
known as slain civil rights le a d e r One university that was interested in King and Malcolm X are not alive
Malcolm X. The potential seller was obtaining the material claim ed, on to witness these horrible stains that
a man named James Calhoun, an condition of anonymity, that the set have been done on their legacies,
Orlando resident that reportedly included 7,000 pages of handwrit for it would have no doubt dealt
owned and operated a street flea ten m anuscript, as well as King's them each an irreparable emotional
market. After questions arose about com plete personal diary. The King blow to know that all their trials and
the documents’ ownership, the sale family runs "The King Center", a non efforts and struggles for freedom
was, thankfully, prohibited. The sale profit group.
and justice would later be worth
of the materials had originally been
“But the center’s track record is only as m uch as the highest
set for March 20. The items in question dism al," claim s The
bidder would have
include handwritten m anuscripts, Village Voice. "Many I
paid for it. Corretta
66 H uman b e in g s
diaries from the last weeks of his life think it is simply being
King and M alikah
documenting his travels to M ecca, used as a tourism
SHOULD HAVE THE
Shabazz should be
Africa, and Europe, and also Shaba- cash cow that has
regarded as antag
OPPORTUNITY TO LOOK
zz's personal annotated Koran. But trodden on the sur
onists to the very
terfeilds has o fficia lly estim ated rounding poor black
BACK AT THOSE GREAT c a u s e for w h ic h
the total value of the merchandise co m m u n ity ." It is
those great individu
between $300,000 and $500,000.
MOMENTS IN HISTORY als fought. Mrs. King
maddening to think
Wanna hear the kicker? Calhoun that the personal
THAT HAVE SHAPED THE a n d Mrs. Shabazz
most likely obtained the m aterial struggles that these I
should also consider
from a storage lo cker in Florida tw o g r e a t men
STATE OF THE WORLD. 99them selves lucky
rented to a Malikah Shabazz Brown, e n d u r e d w o u ld 1 __
this sto ry d i d n 't
one of Malcolm X's own children. By simply be tossed out
emerge during Black
July of 2001, Brown had owed the onto the auction block just to make History Month, that its current timing
storage agency $600 in back pay. a quick buck. The significance of makes it any better.
It is uncertain exactly how Calhoun the materials is too important and
Is this what will becom e of the
ended up being sold the collection their sentimental and historical value rest of our history? Should we be lead
of docum ents w hen the storage too great to have it treated as a to believe that such will be the fate
com pany took over the lot later that commodity. What justification could of all historical material? How can
year, but the possibility that Brown there possibly be from both Malikah we possibly allow that? All human
may have simply sold the contents to Brown and the King Family for their beings should have the opportunity
him in an effort to dump the arrears sale? The disrespect that is being to look back at those great moments
in history that have shaped the state
of the world today.
Such items should not be fodder
for the rich collector to put on their
over-polished m antle pieces. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm
X m ade strides in this nation that
should set an example for us all of
how to stand up for what is right. The
sale of their personal property is not
only appalling, but it also robs the
rest of society of a priceless portion
of itself, one that we can all learn
from and appreciate. No amount
of money in the world can equal the
value of that.

KRT Campus

Jero m e D 'Angelo, a political sc i
en ce major, is in his third year a s a
m em ber o f The Montclarion.

Binge
Drinking
For parents of high school seniors
sorting through college offers this
month, the final choice often boils
down to picturing how a daughter or
son might fit in at the new campus.
Studies, sports, social life - it’s all in
the mix at college-decision time.
What parent, though, would ever
imagine this scene: their child falling
out of a dorm window drunk, or dying
in an alcohol-related c a r w reck?
Maybe more parents should.
That's one lesson to be found in
the troubling findings of the latest
and most comprehensive survey of
the im pact of campus drinking.
The study, released last week by
a federally appointed task force
of the National Institutes of Health,
co ncludes that more than 1,400
college students die annually as a
result of injuries and accidents linked
to drinking.
Nor are the statistics on injuries
and assaults any easier to swallow:
More than 70,000 students are sexu
ally assaulted or date-raped and
500,000 are injured in accidents and
fights due to drinking.
That’s four students killed on an
average day - what the nation's top
education official rightly described as
"alarming evidence of the devastat
ing im pact" of campus drinking.
The w re cka g e of young lives
stands in sharp contrast to the gyra
tions of televised spring-break revel
ers, or the Animal House story line of
the latest National Lampoon movie.
For every parent who reasons
that they celebrated occasionally and still graduated - today’s college
officials offer a portrait of a much
different campus.
Binge drinking, where it occurs,
isn’t reserved for weekend nights.
"Now it's Thursday night and Wednes
day evening.
There's a lot more of it around occasions where drinking is the main
thing," explains G raham Spanier,
president of Pennsylvania State
University, a leader in the fight for
solutions.
The NIH study points to strategies
that hold promise for coming to grips
with the excesses of college drink
ing. Many are being tested at local
colleges and around the nation:
alcohol-free events, individual coun
seling, and community partnerships
to stem off-campus alcohol abuse,
peer-to-peer assurances that most
stu d e n ts d rin k m o d e r a t e ly or
abstain.
Note, those initiatives don't dwell
ghoulishly on the dangers of drink
ing. Such warnings, say researchers,
aren 't effective with students too
young to grasp their own mortality.
But as a com m unity, let's not
forget the stakes can be life-anddeath.
KRT Campus

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
. . All letters must .be typed, p referably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 5 0 0 words w ill not be considered for publication. . O nce received, letters are
property of I he M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters w ill not be printed unless they include the author's name, m ajor, social security number and phone
number or e-mail address. • O n ly one letter by an author w ill be printed each month. • Submission deadline: M onday. 10 :00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to
MSUopimons@hotmail.com or sent to The M ontclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, M ontclair State University, 1 13 Student Center Annex Upper M ontclair N J 0 7 0 4 3
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MSU Student Center Forgets To Pay The Electric Bill
Squirrels Realize Human Stupidity Was Just As Effective As All Out Assault
that by not paying the electric
bill, MSU was actually saving all of
the m oney the cam pus had lost
when Jim "Ohhh, I Love Education"
M cGreevey cut ten percent out of
the budget.
'oh,
Eventually, the power outage
cau sed a total shut down of the
That was the collective entire Student Center, forcing every
sound heard throughout the fourth one to actually get aw ay from their
floor of the Student Center, when computers (which were not working
at 3 :15 p.m. Tuesday power was cut in the first place) and into the sunlight,
because someone forgot to pay the many for the first time.
electric bill.
“How dare they expose us to real
"We gave them fair warning air?" exclaim ed a pale sickly looking
the bill had yet to be paid ," said fellow who wished his name withheld.
John Dweeb, a spokesman from the "I mean how can anyone survive out
power com pany. "I mean, we can here with all this bright sun and trees
only send so many final notices!"
and pollen. I need my Jolt, I need my
"I think it is honestly so, like, irre Unreal Tournament, I c a n ’t survive
sponsible," said Butty Johnson. She out here, arggghhhhhhh." The stu
continued saying, "Like our help dent then proceeded to melt into a
alw ays knows to p ay it on tim e, puddle of silicon in the Quad.
why ca n ’t they remember to here,"
As to why the bill was not paid, the
before jumping into her BMW and finger pointing started early. Blame
mowing over a few elementary stu fell on everyone from President Cole
dents here on a class trip.
to "Rocky, The Red Hawk” who
Ms. Johnson's sentiments were was previously sham ed when the
expressed by m any stuck feeling revelation that he was named after
around corners and other student a transvestite was made public.
“Well you see the problem is, we
bodies after power was cut.
“We have had a few complaints honestly kept losing the notices,"
but, I think more people are happy said "Longbottom. "I mean we get
about the current power outage," a stack of paper every day from
Dean Longbottom said shortly after people com plaining er um ahhh
power was returned. “Many students complementing us on how wonder
have told me that their firstborn fully we run the student center, that
would likely be nam ed "Student a few hundred bright orange forms
Center" after the place of its con always managed to slip through the
ception.
cracks."
Eventually, blam e w as laid at
Dean Longbottom also showed

By James Topoleski
ArtsandEntertainmentEditor

D
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the feet of Dean Losingmind who adm it
ted he th ought the
papers were really
from yet another bar
plastering "free drinks
before 11" all over
campus again.
"I
mean
they
looked all pretty and
orange and there are
so m any signs like
that on campus, I just
assum ed it w as just
CO URTESY OF THOSE POWE R COMPANY GUYS
another attempt to
get our student body
“Thats right everybody, it’s time to play guess
drunk."
Power was eventu who’s in the photo this week. This time, in the
ally returned around dark.
9:00 p.m. when Deans Yakko, Wakko, and making them run in little hamster
and Dott drew straws to see who wheels, cause you know they were
would be the one to peddle the all having a ball after this one, but
exercise bike for the next week.
those pansy 'Squirrel Right’s activist
Dean Wakko exclaim ed "We said it was wrong."
thought about enslaving the squirrels
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child care wanted

3 1/2 hours/day M-F. F/T Summer.
1/8 mile from MSU. Contact G race:
973-857-5079____________________________

W anted - R e sp o n sib le , reliable
person, great with children. Good
driving record and own car required.
Children ages 9 and 11. Guarantee

Seeking young energetic individual
to a ssist stay at home mom with 3
children. Looking for 15 - 20 hours
per w eek. M ust work S a tu rd a ys,

Sum m er Babysitter Wanted. Baby
sitter for 3 year old. 6 hours a week
June through August. Transporta
tion and experience required. $10
per hour. C a ll M ary K ate Mellow
973-509-1443____________________________
Babysitter Wanted for 4 year old boy
in Glen Ridge. 10 hours per week.
$8.00 per hour. References needed.
Call Luann 973-429-9347_____________

North Jersey Center For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

La

have toddler experience and driver
preferred. Call Pat 973-669-1710

for rent

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
F O R R E N T for female students
during S u m m e r (h alf May, Ju n e ,
July, August). Room m ates to share
room close to cam pus. Most utilities
included. Fall se m e ste r possible.
Call 973-778-1504 for info.____________

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 2 1-32.

help wanted
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RELIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

Nationally known bridal desiger needs
full-time help in her studio in Millburn,
New Je rse y . So m e knowledge of
word p ro cessing n e c e ssa ry . C a ll
973-762-1001 after 6.00 p.m.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

Sum m er Day C am p C ounselor:
Group Counselors, lifeguards/swim
in stru cto rs, activity in stru cto rs.
Spend an active sum m er outdoors!
W arren Tow nship (S o m e rse t C o .)
9 08 -647-0664, rvrb n d 1@ ao l.co m .
Apply
online
at
www.campriverbend.bunkl .com.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $5.0()0.(X).

S i n c e C h r i s K l u g ’s
K N EE SU R G ER Y, IT’S A LL
BEEN DOWNHILL. FA ST.

How much does a m ajor knee
operation slow down an Olympiclevel snow boarder?

Watch fo r

C hris K lug in S a lt Lake C ity in
Part time Administrative Assistant for
Fairfield Real Estate Appraisal Office.
Ideal for student wishing to work thru
school year. Very flexible hours. Call
973-808-5240____________________________

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses.

P/T Instructors for Pre-K child in my
home. No experien ce n e ce ssa ry .
Must be reliable, open-minded, love
children. Education major preferred.
Free A BA training provided. C lo se to
campus. 973-890-9573._______________

1035 R O U T E 46 E A S T
C LIF T O N , NEW J E R S E Y 07013
T E L E P H O N E (973) 470-0303
FAX»-(973) 1*6-0455

2002. H e 'll be the blu r on your
T V screen. For more on preventing
an d

treatin g

sports

in ju ries,

contact the A m erican Academ y o f
O rthopaedic Sutgeons.

A merican A cademy of O rthopaedic S urgeons
1-800-824-BONES w w w .aaos.org

Getting you back in the game.
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A N D A $ 5 0 0 REBATE4
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If'you’re i
' a college senior or a graduatestudent, or have graduated within the last two years, you may Be'
able to drive off with a new
and a $ 5 0 0 rebate. W e cal! it the “M itsubishi Education Edge Program ."*
You can i
. More than ju st a college grad program, it gives you the chance for easy qualifying and great
rates. Drive o ff in any new 2002 M itsubishi, including the all-new Lancer, with 0 down, 0 interest and 0 paym ents for
an entire year.** Hurry in to your local M itsubishi Retailer today. It“s not like you need to stop by the bank!

1-888-MITSU2002
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* Ma4 Science o f North C ental New Jersey *
* is currently looking for s
t
c
*
* 1 - 4 hours a week teaching science classes *
* t o ki4s.: Excellent
J
*

PUTTING O FF CAR PAYMENTS.
AN IMPORTANT LIFE LESSON.

'Must bed college graduóte
in o U.S. moste
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*Lo ve W orking with children? * Have full-tim e access to a cat/..
*H avc an outgoing personality?
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*
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★
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Summer I
M ay 2 8 -July 3 , 2 0 0 2
ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Undergraduate

ARTS AND COMMUNICATION
Undergraduate
ARTS 395 INTERNSHIP
ARTS 399 ST: EXP DIGITAL IMAGE k PRINT -1SS
COMM 101 INTRO TO THEATER
COMM 110 COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
COMM 117 THEATER PERFORMANCE LAB
COMM 210 MEDIA WRITING
COMM 222 MEDIA ETHICS k LAW
COMM 244 COMM. RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
COMM 263 PUBLIC SPEAKING - 1SS
COMM 280 THEATER WORKSHOP I
COMM 290 THEATER WORKSHOP II
COMM 330 INTERNSHIP - INTERNAL
COMM 445 COMMUNICATION CAPSTONE
MUS 120 MUSIC APPRECIATION
MUS 126 SURVEY AUDIO RECORDING
MUS 144 MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
MUS 200 CONCERT CHOIR
MUS 211 CONCERT BAND
MUS 222 JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MUS 303 MUSIC MGMT INTERNSHIP
MUS 317 HISTORY AMER POP MUS (1950)-1SS
MUS 399 ST: FIN ALE NOTATION - 1SS
MUS 608 ST IN MUS ED: ARRANGING - 2SS

B U SIN lSi
Undergraduate

Graduate

IDUCATION
Undergraduate
CIEC 399
CIED203
CIEE399
CIEE413
CIR L 229
CIR L 330
CISE 310
CISE 415
SPED 307
SPED 320

ST: TAKE A LOOK: USING MUSEUMS
TEACHING AS A PROFESSION
ST: CAPTURE SPIRITS/ENGAGE MINDS
TECHNOLOGY ACROSS CURRIC
LITERACY k LEARNING
RDG STRAT CONTENT AREAS
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
TECH IN CLASSROOM
ASSESSMENT CH ILD WITH DISABIL
PRACTICUM II IN SPECIAL ED

Graduate
CIEC 599
CIEC 611
C IEE 599
C IEE 605
CIR L 626
CISE 510
CISE 601
CMAT677
CMAT678
CM AT 680
CSP611
CSP 614
CSP 621

ST: TAKE A LOOK: USING MUSEUMS
PARENT k INVOLVE SCH L& COMM
ST: CAPTURING SPIRTTS/ENGAG MINDS
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS
APPL O F PSYCH FOR PROS TEACHERS
TCH STRAT SUBJ FIELDS
INSTR THRY/PRCT MATH
INSTR THRY/PRCT SCI &HLTH
SCHOOL & SOCIETY
EXPER GROUP INTERACTIONS
COMMUNITY RESOURCE AGENCIES
CASE STUDIES IN COUNSELING

HUMANITIKS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Undergraduate
AACS150 RACISM & SEXISM IN US
AACS155 JUSTICE & RACISM
AACS211 BLUES TO RAP
AACS215 AFRICAN HISTORY I
AACS 261 AFR AFR AM, CARIBBEAN RELIGION
AACS 303 AFRICAN FAMILY LIFE
AACS 311 AFRICAN LITERATURE
ANTH130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH200 HUMAN ORIGINS
ANTH210 ARCHAEOLOGY
ANTH408 INDIANS O F NORTH AM ERICA
ANTH491 INTERNSHIP ANTHROPOLOGY
ENG 108 BASIC WRITING
ENG 110 WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
ENG 150 INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG 200 METHODS OF LITERARY ANALYSIS
ENG 302 ENG U T: ROMANTIC-MODERN
ENG 305 LIT WEST: EUROPE TO RENAISSANCE
ENG 330 CRITICA L WRITING I
ENG 411
SHAKESPEARE COM EDY/HIST
FR110 v BASK FRENCH I
FR 111
BASIC FRENCH II
G E R 110
BASIC GERMAN I
GER111
BASIC GERMAN II
HIST 101 FOUND OF WESTERN CIV
HIST 102 THE WEST & THE WORLD
HIST 205 US: THROUGH RECONSTRUCTION
HIST 260 HISTORICAL METHODS
HIST 340 GERMANY: BISMARK-HITLER
HIST 354 HISTORY OF C IV IL RIGHTS MVMENT
HIST 480 SEMINAR: RELIGION k AMER SOCIETY
HUMH 498 HUM HON RESRCH: INDPNDNT STUDY
IT 110
BASIC ITALIAN I
PH IL 110 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PH IL 227 EASTERN PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION
PH IL 399 ST: TIBETAN BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY
POL 110
INTRO TO POLITICS

ST: FIELD ENTOMOLOGY
SEMINAR: M OLECULAR BIO
GRAD CLIN ICA L PRACTICUM
HEALTH CA RE INFORMATIC LAB
ADVANCED NURS PRACTICUM I
ADVANCED NURS ROLE PRACT
THESIS SEMINAR

Summer II

INTRO 3-D COMPUTER MODEL
ST: M IXED M EDIA WORKSHOP

BSCO 610 M ULTINATIONAL BUS ENV/OPER
MBAE776 BUSINESS GOVMT SOCIETY

BIO 599
BIO 710
CODS 609
NUR 502
NUR604
NUR 700
NUR 703

July 1 0 -Augwst 1 5 , 2 0 0 2

Graduate

ACCT211 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING ACCT212 M ANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
ACCT410 TAXATION I
ECON201 MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECON 202 MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECON 210 ECONOMIC STATISTICS I
ECON 211 ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
ECON 310 MONEY & BANKING
FIN 310
MONEY & BANKING
FIN 320
CORPORATE FINANCE
FIN 430
ADV MGR FIN
LAW201 LEG A L ENVIRONMENT OF-BUSINESS
MGT 300 PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT ?
MGT305 MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MGT 306 • .ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR.
MCT308 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
MGT 309 INTERNATIONAL MGMT
MGT 315 HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
MGT 320 TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
MGT 431 PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
MGT 451 MGMT PLANING/CONTROL
MGT 460 BUS STRATEGY/POLICY
MGT 480 SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
MGT 490 INTERNSHIP IN MANAGEMENT
MKT 310 PRINCIPLES OF M ARKETING
MKT 316 GLOBAL MARKETING
MKT 320 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
MKT 332 E-MARKETING
MKT 482 . MARKETING MANAGEMENT
MKT 490 INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

SWIMMING
AEROBICS
INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
FITNESS FOR LIFE
CONTEMP METH,MAT,&EVAL-DRIV ED
INTRO TO PHYSICS

Graduate

ARTH101 APPROACHES TO WESTERN ART
ARTS 251 TYPOGRAPHY FORM & APPLIC-2SS
ARTS 270 PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTS 285 3-D COMPUTER GRAPHICS
ARTS 395 INTERNSHIP
ARTS 399 ST: MIXED MEDIA WORKSHOP
ARTS 451 VISUAL COMMUNICATION LAB - 1SS
COMM 101 INTRO TO THEATER
COMM 110 COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
COMM 115 THEATER PRODUCTION LAB
v_UMM 117 IHbAIfcK PERFORMANCE LAB
COMM 120 MASS COMMUNICATION
COMM 121 INTRO COMMUNICATION THEORY
COMM 210 MEDIA WRITING
COMM 220 RADIO & TV
COMM 222 MEDIA ETHICS k LAW
COMM 226 EFP k VIDEO EDITING
COMM 234 FILM AS A MEDIUM
COMM 244 COMM. RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS - 1SS
COMM 260 ORAL INTERPRETATION
COMM 263 PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMM 280 THEATER WORKSHOP I
COMM 290 THEATER WORKSHOP U
COMM 330 INTERNSHIP
COMM 463 GROUP DISCUSSION - 2SS
M US120 MUSIC APPRECIATION
MUS 276 COMPOSITION I
MUS 277 COMPOSITION II
MUS 303 MUS MGMT INTERNSHIP
MUS 376 COMPOSITION III
MUS 377 COMPOSITION IV
MUS 476 COMPOSITION V
MUS 477 COMPOSITION VI
ARTS 581
ARTS 599

PEAK 267
PEEL 223
PEEP 490
PEGE150
PETC 330
PHYS 110

Graduate
ARTS 599
MUS 500
MUS 526
MUS 554
MUS 555
MUS 558
MUS 561
MUS 572
MUS 590
MUS 599
MUS 609
MUS 654
MUS 655

ST: EXP DIGITAL IMAGE k PRINT - 1SS
CONCERT CHOIR
PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC - 2SS
APPLIED INSTRUCTION I
APPLIED INSTRUCTION II
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY - 1SS
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES - 1SS
CHAMBER JAZZ ENSEMBLE I
GRADUATE SEMINAR
ST: FIN ALE NOTATION - 1SS
MARCHING BAND TECHNIQUES - 2SS
APPLIED INSTRUCTION III
APPLIED INSTRUCTION IV

BUSINESS
Undergraduate

POL 120
POL 212
POL 221
PSY 110
PSY 202
PSY 203
PSY 210
PSY 220
PSY 230
PSY 250
PSY 260
PSY 322
PSY 330
PSY 350
PSY 353
PSY 410
PSY 480
SO C 101
SO C 102
SOC 211
SOC 214
SOC 218
SOC 233
SOC 261
SOC 271
SOC 320
SOC 354
SOC 365
SOC 373
SOC 374
SPAN 106
SPAN 110
SPAN 111
SPAN 210
SPAN 230
SPAN 374
WS 110
WS 150
WS 399

AM ERICAN GOVERNMENT
EARLY MODERN POL THEORY
STATE GOVERNMENT
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
EXPERIM ENTAL I: APPL STAT
EXPERIM ENTAL II: RESEARCH METH
DEVELOPM ENTAL PSYCH
SO CIAL PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY/SYSTEMS PSYCH
PSYCH CONSCIOUSNESS
PSYCH BUS/INDUSTRY
GROUP DYNAMICS
ADULT DEVELOPM ENT/AGING
THEORY PERSONALITY
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
INTRO TO COUNSELING/PSYCH
SEMINAR IN PSYCH
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SO CIAL PROBLEMS
ELEMENTARY SO CIAL STATISTICS
SOC RESEARCH METHODS I
HISTORY O F SO CIAL THEORY
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
ESSENTIALS OF CRIM INAL JUSTICE
SEXUALITY IN MODERN LIFE
CONTEMP ISSUES W ORKPLACE
SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
SOCIAL DEVIANCE .
SOCIOLOGY OF SO CIAL MOVEMENTS
SOCIOLOGY OF WAR
INTENSIVE BASIC SPANISH I k II
BASIC SPANISH I
BASIC SPANISH II
INTERM EDIATE SPANISH I
INTRO TO SPANISH LIT I
CHANGING LATIN AM ERICAN CINEM A
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
RA CISM /SEXISM IN TH EUS
ST: REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS

Graduate

ENG 644
PSY 630
PSY 671
PSY 690
PSY 694
SOC 550
SOC 560

MILTON'S POETRY AND PROSE
IN TELLECTUA L TESTING
INTRO CLIN ICA L PRACTICE II
CLIN ICA L PRACTICUM I
CLIN ICA L PRACTICUM V
CONTEMP ISSUES IN LIFE COURSE-1SS
SOCIOLOGY OF CORRECTION - 2SS

SCIKNCI AND HIALTH
Undergraduate
•BIO 112
GENERAL ANATOMY k PHYSIOLOGY I
BIO 114
APPLIED ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOG
BIO 118
BASIC ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I
BIO 120
HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIO 130
H ELD BIOLOGY
BIO 163
GENERAL BIOLOGY I
BIO 170
BASIC MICROBIOLOGY
BIO 399
ST: FIELD ENTOMOLOGY
CHEM 031 CO LLEGE CHEMISTRY: LAB
CHEM 051 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY t LAB
CHEM 060 GEN CHEM I LAB
CHEM 131 CO LLEGE CHEMISTRY: LEC
CHEM 160 GEN CHEM I LEC
CHEM 251 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY I LEC
CM H L120 CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CMHL210 WOMEN'S HEALTH
CM HL 215 DRUGS & HEALTH
CM HL 220 STRESS MANAGEMENT
CM HL 221 NUTRITION
CM HL 270 CONCEPTS/ISSUES O F AGING
CM HL 390 HUMAN SEXUALITY
CM HL 497 INTERSHIP IN COMMUNITY HEALTH
CODS 371 LANGUAGE DISORDERS IN SCHOOLS
CS130
INTRO TO VISUAL BASIC
CS 201
COMPUTER LITERACY &
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
CS 230
COMPUTER SCIEN CE I
CS 240
COMPUTER SCIEN CE II
EN V 115 GENERAL GEOLOGY
GEO 150 WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
GEO 334 GEOGRAPHY O F AFRICA
GEO 335 GEOGRAPHY O F LATIN AMERICA
MATH106 BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH ALGEBRA
MATH110 CONTEMPORARY MATH
MATH111 ALGEBRA & GEOM ETRY WITH
APPLICATIONS
MATH115 CO LLEG E ALGEBRA
MATH1J6 PRECALCULUS
MATH 120 FIN ITE MATH
MATH 130 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
MATH 160 CALCULUS I
MATH 161 CALCULUS II
MATH 324 PROBABILITY & STATISTICS
PEAC160 FIRST AID & CPR
PEAK 163 TRACK & H ELD

ACCT211
ACCT212
ECON 201
ECON 202
ECON 211
FIN 320
FIN 435
LAW 201
LAW 251
MGT 300
MGT 305
MGT 306
MGT 308
MGT 309
MGT 315
MGT 431
MGT 451
MGT 460
MGT 480
MKT 310
MKT 314
MKT 316
MKT 320
MKT 482
MKT 490

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
M ANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
CORPORATE FINANCE
PRINCIPLES OF INVESTMENT
LEGA L ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS
BUSINESS LAW I: CONTRACTS
PRINCIPLES O F MANAGEMENT
MANGMNT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
PRODUCT/OPERATION MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT PLANNING/CONTROL
BUSINESS STRATEGY/POLICY
SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES OF M ARKETING
MARKETING COMM STRATEGY
GLOBAL M ARKETING
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
M ARKETING MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP IN MARKETING

Graduate
BSCO 604 MGT PROCESS/ORG THEORY
BSCO 606 M ANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

KDUCATION
Undergraduate
BRI 109
C IEE 325
C IEE 399
CIR L 229

CO LLEG E RDG/RATEIM PROV
ARTS k CREATIVITY IN EDUCATION
ST: CAPTURING SPIRIT/ENGAG MINDS
LITERACY k LEARNING

Graduate
CIEC 618
C IEE 512
C IEE 515
C IEE 599
C IEE 605
C IEE 619
C IEE 622
C IEE 628
CIR L 604
CISE 516
CISE 564
CMAT 619
CMAT675
CSP 614
EDLP 601
EDLP606
SPED 519
SPED 520
SPED 536
SPED 542
SPED 544
SPED 599
SPED 654
SPED 657
SPED 658

LANGUAGE DEV & EM ERGENT LITRCY
RDG LANG ARTS AND LITER
INTG ARTS INTO THE CURR
ST: CAPTURING SPRIT/ENGAG MINDS
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION
APPLIED DEVELOPM ENTAL PSYCH
PROBLEM SOLV&PROV POSING SEM
MATH ED RESEARCH SEMINAR
RECENT TRENDS CH ILD LIT
TECHNOLOGY IN MIDDLE/SEC SCHOOLS
MODERN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES
DEVELOP EDUC PSY PROS TEACHERS
THEORY/PRACTICE: FINE ARTS
COMMUNITY AGENCIES: RESOURCES
LEADERSHIP IN LEARN COMMUNITIES
PRINCIPALSHIP
NATURE/NEEDS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILD
TEACH READING k LANGUAGE/SPED
GUIDANCE/COMM PRGMS/DISABLED
FNDATNS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES
INTRO TO ASSISTIVE TECH IN SPED
ST: ASSISTIVE TECH M ID/HS STUD
DEMONSTRATION TCHNG EXCEP LEARN
SEM CLNCL APPLCTION LRNDMG DISABITY
DEVEL STRATEGIES IN LEARN DISABUIES

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Undergraduate

W ILLIAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY
300 POMPTON ROAD • WAYNE, NEW JERSEY 07470

To begin your application/registration process, you must first call the Office of Admissions, toll free

1.877.W PU.EXCEL

2001 registration dates for visiting students are:
Sum m er I: M ay 6*28 • Sum m er II: M ay 6-28 and June 3-July 10
Please submit application as soon a s possible to ensure seat availability.
Residence halls are available for summ er students. All tuition, fees, course offerings, arid
times are subject to change. Look for more information on the Internet:

w w w .w p u n j.e d u

AACS 150 RACISM AND SEXISM IN US
AACS 155 JUSTICE AND RACISM
AACS 206 ELEMENTARY SW AHILI
AACS 212 AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSIC
AACS 312 MAJOR AUTHORS/AFRICAN DESCENT
ANTH130 INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH408 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
ANTH450 SHAM ANS/W ITCHES/MAGIC
ENG 110 WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
ENG 150 INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG 304 AM ERICAN LITERATURE 1865-1914
ENG 331 CREATIVE WRITING
FR110
BASIC FRENCH I
F R .lll
BASIC FRENCH II
GER 110
BASIC GERMAN I
GER 111
BASIC GERMAN II
HIST 101 FOUNDATIONS OF WESTERN CIV

HIST 102 THE WEST AND THE WORLD
HIST 206 US: SIN CE RECONSTRUCTION
HIST 341 H ITLER k NAZI ERA
HIST 350 AM ERICAN SLAVERY
HIST 430 FRENCH REV/NAPOLEONIC ERA
HIST 480 SEM INAR: 20TH CEN T GERMANY
HUMH 498 HUM HON RESRCH: IND STUDY
HUMH 499 HUM HON THESIS :IND STUDY
IT llO
BASIC ITALIAN I
BASIC ITALIAN n
JPAN110 BASIC JAPANESE I-1 SS
JPAN 111 BASIC JAPANESE II - 2SS
LAS 201 INTRO TO LATIN AM EERICAN STUDIES
PH IL 110 INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
PH IL 200 ETHICS
PH IL 210 LOGIC
PH IL 227 EASTERN PHILOSOPHY/RELIGION
POL 110
INTRO TO POLITICS
POL 120
AM ERICAN GOVERNMENT
POL 399
ST: FILM AND PO LITICS
«
POL 495
INTERNSHIP IN POL
PSY 110
GEN ERAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 202
EXPERIM ENTAL I: APPL STAT
PSY 203
EXPERIM ENTAL II: RESEARCH METH
PSY 210
DEVELOPM ENTAL PSYCH
PSY 220
SO CIAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 230
HISTORY/SYSTEMS PSYCH
PSY 250
PSYCH CONSCIOUSNESS
PSY 260
PSYCH BUS/INDUSTRY
PSY 322
GROUP DYNAMICS
PSY 325
PSYCH OF FAMILY
PSY 350
THEORY PERSONALITY
PSY 351 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
PSY 354
PSYCH OF LEARNING
SOC 101
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SOC 211
ELEM ENTARY SO CIAL STATISTICS
SOC 215
SOC RESEARCH METHOD II
SOC 219
MODERN SO CIOLOGICAL THEORY
SOC 223
INTRO HUMAN SERVICES
SOC 233
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
SOC 335
SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
SOC 337
SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
SOC 343
ETHN k RAC CO N FLICT RESOLUTION
SOC 365
SO CIAL DEVIANCE
SOC 482
SENIQR SEMEMINAR CRIM INAL JUSTICE
SOC 485
SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY
SPAN 106 INTENSIVE BASIC SPANISH I & II
SPAN 110 BASIC SPANISH I
SPAN 111 BASIC SPANISH II
SPAN 210 INTERM EDIATE SPANISH I - 1SS
SPAN 211 INTERM EDIATE SPANISH II - 2SS
SPAN 470 FILM THEORYINTERNATNAL PERSPECTIVE
WS 110
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
WS 150
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US
WS 310
CONTEMPORARY FEM INIST ISSUES

mil

Graduate

ENG 599 - ST: HUMOR AS ARGUMENT
ENG 616 CREATIVE WRITING
ENG 620 TEACHING WRITING AS PROCESS I
PSY 650
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT/TESTINCI '
PSY 691
CLIN ICA L PRACTICUM II
SOC 510
SOCIOLOGY O F CITIES-1SS
SOC 614
MOD INDUSTRIAL SO CIETY-2SS
TBED 542 . SOC/PSY PROC MULTCULT EXPERNCES

SCIENCE AND HEALTH
Undergraduate
BIO 113 GEN ERAL ANATOMY k PHYSIOLOGY II
BIO 114
APPLIED ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
BIO 120
HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIO 130
H ELD BIOLOGY
BIO 164
GEN ERAL BIOLOGY II
BIO 335
H ELD BOTANY
; _ .
_
BIO 399
ST: RECENT TRENDS MAMM REPROD
CHEM 032 ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY: LAB
CHEM 052 ORGANIC CHEM ISTRY II LAB
CHEM 061 GEN CHEM II LAB
CHEM 132 ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY: LEC
CHEM 161 GEN CHEM IIL E C T
CHEM 252 ORGANIC CHEM ISTRY II LEC
CM HL 120 CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
CM HL 390 HUMAN SEXUALITY
CS 201
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
CS 23
COMPUTER SCIEN CE I
CS 260
DISCRETE STRUCTURES
GEO 150 WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
MATH 106 BASIC MATHEMATICS WITH ALGEBRA
MATH 110 CONTEMPORARY MATH
MATH 111 ALGEBRA k GEOM WITH APPLICATIONS
MATH 115 CO LLEG E ALGEBRA
MATH 120 FIN ITE MATH
MATH 130 ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
MATH 160 CALCULUS I
MATH 161 CALCULUS II
PEAC250 KINESIOLOGY
PEAC354 TESTS & MEASUREMENT
PEAK 262 V O LLEYBALL-1SS
PEEL 204 TENNIS I-1SS
PEEL 209 KARATE I -1 SS
PEEP 370 ESSENTIALS O F STRENGTH k COND
PEEP 490 INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
PEGE150 FITNESS FOR LIFE
PHYS 110 INTRO TO PHYSICS

Graduate

BIO 599
ST: RECENT TRENDS MAMM. REPROD.
BIO 799
THESIS RESEARCH
CODS 609 GRAD CLIN ICA L PRACTICUM

C O N T IN U IN e ID U C A T IO N

Online Courses
This Summer
25 undergraduate and
5 graduate courses are
available online this summer.
These courses can be
completed online with
minimal visits to the campus.
For more information on
these Internet-based
courses, go to
w w w .w p u n j.e d u / c e d l/ o n lin e .h t m
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Sports

www.themontGlarion.com
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April ¡s íce.? • Th'M an td arió n ®

this week' s
standings
T h ro u g h 4/16

A c t i on

Baseball

B A S E B A L L 5
Thurs. 18 @ R S C *
3:30 p.m.
Fri. 19 @ Rutgers-Camden*
3:30 p.m.
Sat. 20 @ Ramapo*
12 p.m.
Tues. 23 vs. Wilmington (DE)
3:30 p.m.

NJAC Overall
Rutgers-Camden
Kean
TCNJ
MSU
Rowan
WPU
Rutgers-Néwark
Ramapo
NJCU
Richard Stockton

9-2

27-3

8-4

22-7

7-1

20-7

H I "%4

17-8

6-5

17-11

4-4

16-8

4-6

11-15

3-5

11-12

3-8

15-11

0-11

11-18

SO FTB A LL
Sat. 20 @ Rutgers-Camden*
1 p.m.
Sun. 21 vs. Bloomfield
1 p.m.
Tues. 23 @ T C N J*
3 p.m.

MEN’S LA C R O SSE
Sun. 21 vs. Kings Point
1 p.m.
Wed. 24 @ Centenary
4 p.m.

Softball
WPU
Rowan
TCNJ

NJAC
11-1

Overall
22-6

9-3

22-10

8-4

23-10

8-4

22-9

6-6

21-7

MEN TENNIS

4-8

11-20

4-8

9-19

Thurs. 18 @ NJIT
4 p.m.
Sat. 20 @ SU N Y New Paltz
1 p.m.

MSU

Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden
Kean
Richard Stockton
NJCU
Rutgers-Newark

(

WOMEN’S LA C R O SSE

21-9
¡

2-10

7-15

0-12

4-20

Senior Pitcher - R
Lodi, NJ
Todaro continued to dominate this week going
4-1 with 42 strike outs to bring her season total
to 11.5 strike outs. Against Scranton, she fanned
12 batters.

Thurs. 11 vs. Adelphi
1 p.m.
Sat. 20 @ Manhattanville
4 p.m.
Mon. 22 @ Gwynedd-Mercy
4 p.m.

WOMEN TENNIS

h

Singles Tennis
Tournament 2002
Fri. 19 @ 4 p.m.
Sat. 20 @ 10 a.m.

\
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Kari McDonnell
Freshm an Infielder - L
Wrightstown, NJ

* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

McDonnell was named “NJAC Rookie of the
W eek” after hitting .360 with 3 home runs, 2
doubles, 9 R B Is and 9 runs.
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Tonya Barnes
Junior Catcher
Mechanicsville, NJ

\
Baseball
4/11 -TCNJ 4, MSU 2*
4/13 - MSU 15, R-N 1*
R-N 13, MSU 8*
4/15 - R-C 14, MSU 4

Barnes batted .391 last week with 12 hits,
9 R B Is and 6 runs. Barnes also added a
home run.

Softball
4/13-MSU 1, Kean 0
MSU 6, Kean 2
4/14 - MSU 5, Scranton 5
MSU 11, Scranton 0
4/16- MSU 11, NJCU 3
MSU 5, NJCU 3

Nacole Moore
Freshm an Shot Put
Bridgeton, NJ
Moore cam e in 1st place in the Columbia
Invitational on Saturday. Her winning throw
w as 14.32 meters a s he bested Division I, II
and III athletes.

Men’s Lacrosse
4/13-MSU 14,
SUNY-Farmingdate 11
4/16 - Cabrini 20, MSU 3
Women’s Lacrosse
4/11 - FDU Madison 15, MSU 14
4/13-MSU 19, Kean 9
4/16 - MSU 22, Centenary 4
Tennis
4/13 - Caldwell 5, MSU 1
4/16 - MSU 9, CCNY 3
*New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

v ______________ ____ ______________ )

•

Sean Pekarsky
Sophomore Attacker
O Clifton, NJ

ft
ft

o
ft Pekarsky scored 5 goals and had 1 assists
over the week as the lacrosse team defeated
SUNY-Farmingdale 14-11.
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Softball Wins 8th Straight

Calling A ll Scorers

Todaro Fans 42 Over the Last 5 Games
By Mike Sanchez
ManagingEditor

JOHN SPARACIO / THE MONTCLARION

Senior Tara Todaro continues to leave her mark in the
catcher’s glove as she struck out 42 batters over the week
and on the season is at 115 strike outs.

Sports S horts
Baseball
The men’s team lost three of its last four games. They
were doubled over 4-2 by TCNJ. In the win against
Rutgers-Newark, Corey Hamman pitched six innings
allowing only four runs while fanning eight.
MSU's offense was led by George Becker who drove
in four runs and Shawn Dyckman had three RBIs.
MSU would lose the second gam e 13-8 and get
blasted 14-4 by NJAC leader Rutgers-Camden.

The softball team won
its eighth straight gam e cap 
ping it off taking both games
against NJCU.
Pitcher Tara Todaro con
tinued her amazing perfor
mances striking out 42 more
batters in six games.
The offense was led by
new com er, and perhaps,
rookie of the year, Kari
McDonnell who hit three
more home runs and on the
season has now eight home
runs on the year and is third
on the team with a .411 bat
ting average.
C atch er Tonya Barnes
also has helped the team
batting a team high over the
stretch .391 adding nine RBis
and six runs.
The team is currently in
the final spot for postseason.
With five games remaining,
MSU is tied for third with TCNJ
and Ramapo. MSU travels to
TCNJ this week in a crucial
must win.
But so long as the pitching
remains solid, MSU is gold.

GREG SMITH / THE MONTCLARION

M IKE CAFARO /T H E MONTCLARION

In M S U ’s 22-4 victory over Centenary yesterday,
M S U ’s offense even had d efenders like Joann
B ra cco (top) and J e s s Hann (bottom) scoring
goals.

Men's Lacrosse
The lacrosse team won it's fourth straight gam e to
up their record to 8-3.
They were led by Sean Pekarsky who scored five
goals and had one assist and Nick Bombardier who
had four goals and an assist.
MSU’s 14-11 win against Farmingdale was drowned
out by the 20-3 blasting they got at Cabrini.

The Good
m

Track & Field
Nacole Moore won the shout contest defeating the
likes of Division I, II and III at the Columbia Invitational.
Her throw was 14.32 meters.

Tennis
The men's tennis defeated Ram apo College 7-2
after dropping 7-0 to Queens.
Senior C sab a Bartha and Junior Mike Silberman
each won there m atches. Bartha won 6-3, 7-5 and
Silberman won 6-2, 6-1.
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PHOTOS BY JOHN SPARACIO /TH E MONTCLARION

M IK EC A FA R O / THE MONTCLARION

The tennis team split there games this week.

The Good: M S U ’s only win
of the w eek cam e against
Rutgers-Newark as Corey Hamman took the mound pitching six
strong innings.

The Bad: Pitcher Jam es Surowiec along with Jason Arre and
Kevin Rakowaki gave up 14 runs
to top seed Rutgers-Camden.

